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Edward W. Thurlow, who died at hi« home
ilifornia High School Building..
ro Day Rond Convention. .Obi tin Rockland, Dec. 19th, waa a son of the Ikto
.Secret Societies... .Wedding
E. Thurlow, who was in the uilorkig
Personal...The New* of Bel- Moody
As a
The Churches. .New* of the business in that city half a century ago.
Estate,
boy the sea appealed strongly to him. *nd ho
ges.. Transfers in Real
a
Fake..
tion of Ocean Myatery
shipped as “royal boy” on the Yo«n£ Mes of "Gilmore’s Camp”. Wintercommanded by Capt. William Mclxmn.
A t woods Happenings that Held chanic.
Thia voyage took the ship from New York to
ntion in Year 1918.
nterest to Potato Growers.. An- San Francisco, thence to a Peruvian port,
r
Liberty Passing...The Milk thence to Antwerp, and from there to •» EngVerBUS the creamery...The Wonlish port. The thoughts of another voyage
of Alfalfa...Poultry Fattening
to
Business .The UBe of Silage around the Horn impelled young Thurlow
the Dairy Cow... Maine’B Big quit the Young Mechanic, and he joined an
Problems. .Bath’a Launching
e
English ship. For seven years he sailed in
,rd When Grandma Goes away,
.Literforeign waters, and had many interesting exPersonals.
Pittsfield
m)..
News and NoteB...Christmas in periences, but when the ship finally came to
Quebec his mother’s pleadings were success86. .Political Points .The ful in getting him ashore for all time* Return•s of Brooks.
ing to Rockland Mr. Thurlow entered the tailNews of Belfast,,
or shop with his father and regained there
Sees
als of Belfast. .As Rockland
until the latter's death, when he became an
i'he Schooner Regina,
at Knight & Hill’s tailor shop. Among
employe
in
1913
of
ortant. Happenings
was at one
orial Review. ..Tips Here and his other activities Mr. Thurlow
o,d Republican Reorganization, time a member of the police force, and ran
Belfast Free
iwn on Isleau da.it
with the famous old Dirigo Engine Co. For
ary The Atlabtic and Pacific..
nearly 30 years he had been afflicted with alLifesrfvers’ Record.
most total deafness, in spite of which he dejckton Springe. ...Searspoit....
rived great pleasure from association with his
marrieu.. neu.
[Korn,
friends. He had been confined to his home for
more than a year, his infirmities gradually inkUFOKNIA HIGH SCHOOL
creasing until at the last he was unable to
BUILIDNG,
For three months he had
leave his sick bed.
taken little or no nourishment. In spite of
that
N^w
Editor ok The Journal:
these conditions he maintained an active interill interested in the new school build- est in current events and watched keenly the
5elfast I would like to call your attendevelopment of the Mexican crisis. In politics
erecte New High school building just
he was a Deihocrat, but he favored the best
ific Grove, a place not half as large as
ticket, whichever it might be. He was exon a
has
been
placed
This building
tremely kyal to his friends, and will be sadly
1 should think was more than twice
missed in the circle which he was wont to frea
it
common,
giving
of our Belfast
quent. Mr. Thurlow is survived by his wife
of
and
plenty
ay ground in the rear
whose maiden name was Sarah Healey; a nephlocated
is
It
n lront and at each end.
ew, Moody Noble, who is in Montana; and a
he city, on high ground, about as far |
niece, Miss Martha Hussey, who is in Califorbusiness section as the field in the
nia. The funeral services were held at the
Besides the High school they
>ur jail.
family residence, corner of Union and Oak
Grammar
for
the
used
o other buildings
streets, Sunday afternnoor., Dec. 21st, Rev. G.
should
I
these
buildings
»r grades, and
E. Edgett of the Methodisi church officiating.
ould about equal, for room, the two
and a
They, There was a large gathering of friends,
8 we now have on the common.
profusion f floral offerings. The pall-bearers
soon as
\ are not up-to-date and ss
were Dr. J. W. Wilde, Capt. John H. Holmes,
are to be replaced w ith modern buildCapt. William Sawtelle and Samuel Aylward.
am also attaching a cut of the Public
The interment
Achorn cemetery.
was in
with
is
located,
that
how
showing
Among the relatives who came to attend the
around it to make it attractive. The
funeral were Jairus M. Healey of Sea View,
cities are all giving more attention
Mass.; Mrs. Lucy McCullough of Somerville,
and playgrounds than was formerly
Mass., and Mrs. M E. Taylor of Bedford, Mass.
^he east and are making wise provisthe future welfare of the people, and
Mr. Melvin B. Haie uiea Dec. 9th at his
►rotection for their public buildings as
home in Moberly, Mo., aged 59 years. He
buildof
the
providing for enlargement
was a native of Northport and resided on the
rectrsa'-y.
farm there afterward owned and occupied by
ligh school is a very handsome one, con- the late Joseph M. Frohock. He married
tfe of pressed brick, and a very substan- Evelyn, daughter of the late John Frohock of
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happy and prosperous New
F. W. Angier.

a

lost, Calif.,

Dec. 21, 1913.
enclosed half-tones of the lithe new school building, of which it

fJB^ngier

/Mud
ills

new High school. Pacific Grove has
unexcelled among its kind in
«t.e
Scholars from it. are accredited to
.iversity of California at Berkeley, the
Stanford Junior University at Palo
5 well as to the better colleges throughEast. It is a handsome structure, cornequipped with all modern lmproveanci occupies a commanding location on
I slope above the town.
le above connection the following facts

JHitution

survived by a wife and eight
children. The sons are Harry, Floyd and
Victor Hale, of Moberly, and the daughters
are Mrs. G. S. McCormack, Nevada, Mo.; Miss
Jennie Hale, St. Louis; Mrs. J. E. Stone, Kansas City; Mrs. 0. B. Shirley and Miss Evelyn
Hale of Moberly. He also leaves three brothers—C. P. Hale, Spokane, Wash.; G. P. Hale,
Memphis, Mo., and F. WT. Hale of Mob2rly;
three sisters—Mrs. Clarence Ragsdale of near
Moberly;*Mrs. Arthur Steininger of Los Angeles, Cal., and Mrs. H. M McMaster of Moberly. A Moberly newspaper says of the deago.
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SOCIETIES.

meeting last Sunday

The Churches. 4'
•*

All members of Golden Cross Temple ore
requested to be present at the election of officers Friday night, Jen. 2nd.
At the regqlar meeting of Primrose Chapter,
Order of the‘Eastern Star, tomorrow, Friday,
evening, there will be degree work and a full
attendance is requested.

The Seaside Spirituslist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2 and 7 p. m.
\
There will be special music at tits North
church next Sunday morning, with Kiss N.
Hesei Shaw of Winthrop as soloist.

The morning service at the First Parish
The annual meeting of Timothy Cuaae Lodge
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.46a. m.. Sun*
F.[and A. II., will be held this,Tburaday, evendav. The Sunday school meets at 11.46.
ing for the election of officers and transaction
The lien’s Forum will hold a banquet in the
of any other business that may legally come
near future, when an address will be given by
before the lodge.
some prominent man on an interesting subMembers of Corinthian Rofal Arch Chap-

ter went to

Sedgwick

last

Tuesday

afternoon

ject.

the regular crip of the steamer Tremont,
where they were guests of Minnewaukan
Chapter and conferred the Royal Arch degree
on its candidates.
They returned on the Tre-

party for the children of the Uniyersalist
Sunday school is to be given in the near future
and a committee has been appointed to have

mont yesterday morning.
At the meeting of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge of
Winterport officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows: Miss Louise A. Smith,
noble grand; Mrs. Annie R. Fernald, vice
grand; Mrs. P. Belcher, secretary; Mrs. Dora
M. Kneeland, treasurer; Carroll L. Young,
chairman of trustees. The other officers are
appointed. The installation will take place in

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their ball, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all sre welcome.
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Under the retiring officers the order

has flourished and enters upon the
with every indication of prosperity.

new

year

George R. Page, a retired merchant of Lewiston, who died suddenly Dec. 24th, agpd 65
years, belonging to Tranquil Lodge of Masons
of Auburn, King Hiram Royal Arch Chapter,
Dunlap Council, Lewiston Lodge of Perfection, Lewiston Commandery of Knights Templars and Kora Temple, Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, all of Lewiston; Auburn Council,
Princes of Jerusalem; H. H. Dickey Chapter of
Rose Croix of Auburn and the Maine Consistory of Portland. He was a past high priest
of King Hiram Chapter, past commander of
the commandery and recorder of Dunlap
Council.
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
held the usual Christmas observance last
Thursday noon, when the following toasts were
drank: To Arthur MacArthur, grand master
of the Grand Encampment of the U. S. A.; response; to the Grand Commander of Maine,
Charles W. Jones of Augusta, and a letter of response from him read; to the grand high priest

charge of it.

noon and the reports of
very encouraging. The first
report was from the secretary, Mrs. C. ERhoades, and waa as follows:
I Certainly do not need to tell you that the
past year has been one of progress and prosperity. The fact is too evident to need iteration. The repeated cali of class after class
for more room and better equipment speaks
for itself. We began the year 1918 with 192
names on the roll. To this number 126 have
been added. During the year three of our
members have died, 15 have moved away (one
gone away to school) 26 names have been
dropped for non-attendance, leaving us with
276 names to start the new year; a net gain of
86, with an average attendance for the year of
162. Then we have in our home department a
list of 21 names, which we are expecting to
see greatly increased the coming year.
The
superintendent tells me there are 12 in
the main school who came in through the
home department. We are hoping that some
of our young women will willingly serve the
school in the capacity of visitors for the home
department this vear Then we have the
cradle-roll. I shall leave Mrs. Frost herself to
tell you about that. This year we have 6
names to add to that most awe-inspiring docu-.
ment, the Roll of Honor, and these are they
who for 12 long months have not missed a session of the First Baptist Sunday school: William Norris, Raymond Young, Ella Smalley,
Mrs. Nellie Perkins, Mrs. Idella Rich and
ueorge W hite. Also the list of those whose
cards show only one absent mark: C. B.
Rhoades, Gerald Howard, Ned Ward, Mrs. O.
E. Frost, Albert Cuzner. Were it not for the
small pox Will Stevens’ name would be on the
Roll of Honor for the fourth time and Ned
Ward’s name would have been added for
the sixth consecutive time but for the
death of his father. The annual outing
and the observance of special days has been
after the usual manner. The tiny stockings
a
as Christmas collectors certainly proved
great success. The amount collected through
was
them to be sent to Mr. Capen in China
$45.00 It does not seem quite right to close
my report without some mention of the splendid work of our organized classes as their undertakings carried out mean much to the
school.
Mrs. O. E. Frost reported for the cradleroll, which now has about 30 members, and
asked the help of all in the Sunday school
that this number may be greatly increased in

the officers
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The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Keiormea cnurcn
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
“Some thoughts appropriate for the New
Year" will be the subject of the sermon at the
UniversaliBt church next Sunday.
Sunday
school at noon. There will be no lecture in
the evening.
The services for the week at the Methbe
follows: This,
as
odist church will
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
at 12 m.; evening service at 7. p. m.
The Men's Forum will meet as usual in the
Univeraalist church next Sunday noon. The
theme for discussion will be The Life of
Joseph. All men are cordially invited. It is
hoped there will be a good attendance on this
first Sunday of the New Year.
The services at the North church will be

as

follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30; Knights of King Arthur, Friday

the

The treasurer's report came
next and was very satisfactory, and the librarian’s report showed the interest in the
Sunday school library. The nominating committee reported the choice of the following
officers for. the ensuing year, and they were
duly elected: Secretary, Mrs. C. E. Rhoades;
treasurer, Gerald Howard; librarian, Herbert
Brier; pianist, Jessie Innes; superintendent of
near

future.

evening at 7; morning worship Sunday at 10.45;
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
The annual meeting of the North fehurch
and parish will be held Jan. 8th in the church
parlors. Supper will be served at 6 o'clock the Home department, Mrs. L. C. Putnam.
of the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Maine, followed by the roll call of members, reports
Frank J. Cole of Bangor; responded to by Past and business at 7.00. Those unable to be presEAST BELFAST.
Commander W. J. Dorman; to the grand mas- ent are requested to send a message to be read
of
F.
and
A.
Grand
Maine,
ter of the
M., at the meeting.
Lodge
Chas. Rogers has had electric lights installed
Elmer E. Spofford of Deer Isle and Portland,
The services at the Baptist church will be as in his house.
response by Past Commander David L. Wilson; follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenMiss Marguerite Lord of Clinton is the guest
to all Knights Templar, wherever dispersed,
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; of Lucy Leavett.
to
Sir
Generalissimo
by
Knight
responded
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
Frank Flanders, who has been suitering witn
Morris L. Slugg; to the “Departed,” drank in
Kiirwinv Krhnnl nt »nv other church are
is out again.
at 6.30 neuritis,
Endeavor
Christian
invited.
cordially
Mrs. Byron Rogers, who injured her ankle a
Commanderies and from distinguished Sir
m.
7.30
at
and evening service
p.
few weeks ago, is able to be up.
Knights. Palestine Commandery sent greetAt the meeting of Castle North, K. O. K. A.,
in
Maine.
to
all
Commanderies
ings
The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity church meets
and
Hartomorrow, Friday, evening Lynwood
Mrs. Brown this, Thursday, afternoon.
with
O.
Stockton
a
E.
of
will
S.,
former
Chapter,
members,
give
Bethany
old Jones, two
Springs, has adopted the following resolutions tall^on their European trip, using the stere- • Mr. Herbert Davis of Boston is the guest of
of respect:
opticon for illustrations. It is hoped that all his father, Frank Davis, Swan Lake avenue.
Wheieas, it has pleased the great Master old members of the Castle who are at home
Edith Strout returned to her school in Portabove to again enter our portals and remove
this week will attend, as well as all present land Saturday after spending the holidays at
one of its members. Brother Louis F. Murray,
whose death occurred in Salem, Mass., Nov. 23,
1913; therefore, be it
Resolved, that in the death of Brother Murray Bethany Chapter has lost a member who
was ever deeply interested in our welfare, his
family a loving husband and father, and the
community a respected citizen.
Resolved, that we extend our sincere sym-

ceased

members.

her

home.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

were

Harley Godfrey is visiting his grandfather

Mrs. L. O. Hopkins of Vinalhaven is visiting
Mrs. Joseph Tyler.

n

Arthur Ritchie was called to Castine last
on legal business.

,

Miss Edith Strout left Saturday for Portland to resume her school duties.

(

Mr. and Mrs. Colby A. Rackliff spent Christmas with relatives in Stillwater.

t

Monday

Miss E. Louise Heal returned to Boston Sat-

Lewiston.

Bernes O. Norton has been in Boston for
everal days on business.
Carl D. Gray of Bowdoin Medical College is
guest at the home of Mr. V. A. Simmons.
The marriage of John C. Clement of Belfast
ind Miss Jessie Frszier of Barre, Vt, will take
dace Jan. 9th.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Proctor and little daughAnnie, who spent the vacation in Windham,
returned last Saturday.

urday after spending Christmas at home.

:er

Mr. ^pd Mrs. Karl Cottrell were Christmas
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury.

Mrs. H. H. Johnson, who is spending the
winter in Portland, is the .guest of her daugh;er, Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock.

Miss Louise W. Richards, who spent Christmas at home, returned to Farmington Monday.
Mr. William C. Crawford of Allston, Mass.,
arrived Saturday to visit his mother and sis-

William Durham, who has been in California
lor some months with a moving picture company, arrived home Dec. 24th to visit his
mother, Mr^. Annie L. Flanders.

ter.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell left last Mon-

Miss Marian Knowlton has returned to Bosto resume her studies at Miss Pierce's
1
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Collins spent Christmas i ichool, after spending the recess with her parauu iviid. Duwiia n. xvnuwiiuu.
with Mrs. Collins' parents in North Brooks- j
Miss Marian M. Heal left Tuesday on her reville.
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Kilgore of Thorndike urn to Chicago, after spending the holidays at
lome. .She was joine,d in Albany by Mr. Cobe,
were
Christmas guests of Miss Jennie M.
who had been in New York on business. Mr.
Miller.
ind Mrs. Cobe expect to make a trip to BelMiss Kathleen Tuttle went to Auburn last
fast later on.
Friday to spend some days with relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock sailed
friends.
from New York last Saturday for Nassau, N.
Herbert T. Field returned to Portland MonP., where they will spend the winter. Mr.
day after spending Christmas at his home in
Woodcock’s father, Mr. H. L. Woodcock, the
this city.
artist, has spent many winters in Nassau, comMiss Ruth Aaffitt of Northport returned to
ing north in the late spring to spend the sumBelfast Monday to resume her studies at the mer and fall at his camp at the Chase Pond
High school.
Gamps, Bingham.

day for ttoston, where they will spend the winter.

ton

wi*

Frank Ceildon spent Christmas with his sister, Mis8 Alice Condon, at her bungalow on
the Condon shore.

The News of Belfast.

Miss Margaret Fielden of Fitchburg, Mass.,
in Belfast over Christmas, the gueBtof
Mrs. Charles W. Rogers.

A sum of money, in loose bills, was lost on
the street last Saturday evening. The finder
can reach the owner, who can ill afford to lose
the money, by leaving it at The Journal Office

was

Mrs. Julia Rose and daughter Lena returned
Islesboro Monday after visits with relatives
in Rockland and Belfast.

to

The letter of Mr. Fred W. Anger in another
column attests his loyally lo and continued interest in his native city. As on a former occasion he calls attention to the handsome school
buildings in California in places of less population than Belfast. The old, unsanitary school
buildings of this city are a reflection upon the

Miss Edna Bedell, who is teaching in Morristown, N. J., was the guest over Sunday of
Mrs. W. H. Hall, Congress street.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl McDonald of Swampscott,
Mass., spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie C. Follett in Belmont, Mass.

community.

Miss Marian Wells came home from Boston
for the holidays, and is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Yv ells.
Miss Eda Woodbury spent Christmas with
mother, Mrs. E. C. Woodbury, in North-

her

port

ana reiurueu

dviiubi

rnuay.

Ralph A. Bramhall will return to Colby College to-morrow, Friday, after spending the
holidays with his mother, Mrs. Alice B. Bramhall.
Isaac Wilband of East Boston was in Belfast
the past week on business. He spent Christmas with his son Andrew and family in Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis returned home
from Bangor, where they spent Christmas with the family of their daughter, Mrs.

Monday

Laymen’s Bible Class of the Baptist
Master Guy, son of Mr. andt Mrs. Clarence Carl Larsen.
church have elected the following officers: I Knowlton, has been su ffering from a slight atFoster Nicol of Clyde
President. George H. Robertson; vice presi- tack of appendicitis, and is threatened with 1
Miss Seattle Nicol of Br
dent, Herbert Brier; secretary, Roy Elling- ! pneumonia.
I day to spend Ch»-;*
wood; treasurer, Mavford Morris;-teacher, Rev.
Miss Isabel Towle, who has been spending
K. A. v

Dr. Harry L. Kilgore of Thorndike was nolast week of his appointment as a member of the local board of pension examiners,
to succeed Dr. Eugene L. Stevens, removed.
Dr. Stevens had served about 13years, is a Retified

(
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a
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Democrat. The other members of the board
are Dr. Adelbert Millett and Dr. S. W. Johna

son.

When There’s no School. Enquiries have
received at the State School Department
in regard to the observance of New Year’s
Day as a school holiday, and the reply is that
the day is no longer designated as a school
holiday, the change being made through a
vision of the school holiday law
been

Legislature.
d-

">atriots’

Ip the revise
*'

The

cial

River

and

Mrs.

comir
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tre

of interest: Population—1309, 2,022;
3S4; 1911, 2.503.
her of firms engaged in business, S3,
dition to the above there are two i;
three garages, three public hall.ik. moving picture theatre, bat
Japanese tea garden, museum
:ry, and the Woman’s Civic C
Pacific Grove Gramma’
,Jigh School just complet
II

The public sch> ols ar
All grades have an ex
and gradu ;te- are
liversity of Califorr
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Leland Stai<ford
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^CSLMORt*S CAMP*
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I

Tm Jocbm,
To
Years agoi parti apa aswentfllve, a oo
He of Belftot man, ‘among whom w<
Governor Crosby, Daniel Haraden, I
ratio N. Palmer, Prescott Haceltine, t
others whose names I do not know,‘b*
or bought near the stream which flo
into Quantibacook pond, a lodge, roug
and unlike many of those that now )j
the ponds near Belfast. Hither the c<
genial spirits, owners of the camp a
their friends, often traveled, and inti

|I
H

indeed must have been the go

esting

cheer that flowed

as together they dro
pond, Ashed for "eels a
pickerel”, exchanged repartee, and e n,m
joyed,finally,the beauty of one ofMaini
The lodge w
incomparable retreats.
christened and called “Gilmore’s Camp
why I do not know (possibly others
Belfast do) and occasionally, so it woe
seem, the owners, and visitors, too, pc
gs
haps inspired by the loveliness of t! ie
^
spot—probably by nothing else—disti
guished themselves in verse. There w
a marked modesty about this compai
which we deplore, as no author acknou **
3
edged the lines he composed. Thi
k
little
probably
expected to^appear
k'
print fifty years later.
The other day when looking throug h
k
an old portfolio I came across two con
1
positions of verse, which are here printei
k
The reallyunusual merit and sweetness c f
one of these, ‘Remote from Cities, wrii
ten with no thought of its preservatior
entitles it to a place other than in
camp’s archives. The other I shoul
suspect to be in the fine writing of Gov
P
ernor Crosby.
Everything about “Gilmore’s” mus
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OIL COMPANY
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New York
York
Buffalo
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fort to all the

At dealers everywhere, or
wriu for dm,eriptioe circular-
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straining of the eyes. A constant comfamily.
Solid brass, nickel-plated. Handsome.
Strong. Elasy to clean and rewick. Lighted
without removing chimney or shade.
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Lamps
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RAYO Lamps give the softest, steadiest
light for work or play, for young or old.
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The Best Light
On Any Subject
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have borne the stamp “A One.”
Thei;
boat even, the “Mellow Horn,” was

craft unrivaled on lake or sea to thui
be the complimentary mention of boti
these writers; no doubt noted for the
ease with which it “pulled” and the beaujib

ij
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wan,

ui
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BLISS COLLEGE I

me canine

member of this company to be left unsung.
“Nig” belonged to the great uncle of the writer, Mr. H. N. Palmer, and
essential to the life of the camp
as was any other member.
He had been
zealously trained in early life by an
was

I

Lewiston, Maine.

I

I

New Year’s Opening Tuesday, January 6,1914

|

|

If you desire a Thorough Business Education and a
Position attend this school.
Students admitted at
any time. Further information given upon request.

§

as

!|

distinguished and intelligent
“Tige”, and was the embodiment of wisdom, sagacity and gentleness.
Brought up strictly in the religiouB beeven more

dog,

lief of his master

he followed In that

!<

NAME

straight and narrow path, a Universalist.
Attending church on Sabbath days (when
not at camp) his actions at the close of

S

CIlY.STATE.

the service at once indicated "whether he
had been made better by a good sermon,

I

STREETOR.FE.

the victim of

I

pulpit platitudes: and
only when the* choir attempted the impossible did he, quite justifiably, raise his
or

voice

in protest.

of him
bers of

It

was

I

likewise related

Memories of

by Governor Crosby, which
G.
is briefly quoted in one of the lines below. [Virgil
An old
was

written

I know

stream whose gentle flow
where the stately forests grow,
-here, in June, wild roses blow.
a

a

Family Who Won

_

Success

at Home.
Eaton in the Bangor Daily Newa.J
codger who has gained most of

past 25 years by working for the Bangor Daily News, and who

•

Remote from cities.

his

living

for the

from time to time has sent down shafts

•he stream,

into his not always reliable memory, and

pumped

■*»i,

up tales

concerning Prospect

I

wood, who spelled bis

name F-r-e-d with
Frederick attached.
He started life as Maine agent for the

no

sales of

manv

agriculture’
"OW'"

;"i-’-»•

I

I-—----—____'
from the stricken territory, and
exaggerated stories of loss of life were
For days entire communicirculated.

news

lappenings That Held

|

Wentworth; but the extravagant habits
contracted on Dix's Island followed him
to the end.
He died at the Soldiers’ Home on
Thursday, Dec. 4th, at the age of 86
years and his body was brought home
to rest beside his former wife in the
beautiful cemetery at Winterport.
3.
The third son was Hon. Fred At-

I

On ths upper left is William Sulzer of New York, who ss removed as governor after he had been impeaohed.
In the center are ploJpper right is shown the scene attending the swearing in aq resident of Woodrow Wilson.
cred the steamer Volturno burning in midocean and Captalf Inch, its commander.
The lower picture shows sn
ncampment of United States troops near the Mexican border.

,

College, Lewiston, Maine.

Winterport Atwoods.

to absent himself from parish
suppers.
Dying, he was interred near the camp,
and a poem befitting the sad occasion

Photos by American Press Association.
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that, with all other male memthe.Society, he was never known
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It was a common sight to see entire
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$163,000,000.
Other casualties which caused more
than passing interest were two wrecks
on the New York. New Haven and
Hartford railroad; a cyclone which
swept the central and southwdfetern
state's, entailing a loss of over 100 lives
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to potato

grower.^
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Finds That Potato Crowing' ImJ‘ rmany
proves Soil Productivity.
will be inAm rican potato growers
German tarmerested in the fact that indirect benehave found that many
culture, through
f. ,u|t from potato
of crop rotation, green
nndern methods
In a recently
manuring and fertilizing. -Lessons
for
“"d bulletin, entitled from German
Growers
rm rican Potato

CREAMERY
Some Facts and Suggestions.
By A. A. BORLAND.
State Agri. College. Burlington, Vt.
Whether it is more profitable to pat-

department’s special-

the

Pvoerienees,”

THE MILK CAR VERSUS THE

\ describes, among other things, how
benefits from the culastern Germany
the
of
potato.
ivation
the greatest
The potato has played
of
the agricultural development
as
and fertile soils of this region,
heavier soils
if sugar beet has done in
to German specialists, these

ronize tlie milk' car or the creamery
depends largely upbu the value that
can be realized from the skimmilk and
buttermilk returned to tlie farm by
the latter. This sum varies considera-

[rough

bly

,n

Jhi
‘cording

to any soil,
iu.d root crops are beneficial
the deep and thorough culture
with its resultant
at is given them,
in the physical condition

with different farmers according
to the use made of the byproducts.
The dairyman who keeps pure bred
stock will manifestly assign a higher
ralue to skimmilk for feeding purposes
than will the man who keeps inferior
animals.
For pork production the value of
according to the
skimmilk
varies
amount fed and the proportion of grain

aproveinent

id aeration.
Cue
Thr profits from the crop justify
boral use of commercial fertilizers,
residual
,0m which there are important
other crops in the rotation.
j-, •„
culture practiced also brings
,,
The
u
rti- into thorough subjection.
all farm crops have
p, r .acre of
increased since the exten..

en

greatly

in of potato growing.
used tor I
Potato lops are now dried and
jck fond on many estates. The bymash, resulting from the disis also
ai of potatoes into alcohol,
vortant economical factor,
if we have, in fact, better soils I
Europe in almost unlimited area
>ij for potatoes, our hot summers
the potato plant, where they aid

1: ,

development of our great grain
In the corn belt there can
be profit in growing potatoes in
of those needed locally tor table

Corn

be

can

produced

more

pen-

ally, is better for stock feeding,
and ala cheaper source of starch
Farther north, however, and in
levated western districts where
not be raised, potato growing
an
greater future.

deposits of petroleum
competition indirectly to

vever, vast

Iso offer

is not the
this country that there is in GerL for potato aicohoh Nevertheless,
rep-e using up our great petroleum
disfces, am! the time may not be far
alcohol from
jwhen the distillinganof
important inhoes mav become
U. S. Dept, of Agriculture.
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,-,i.,.sfnt there
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The average of

feeding trials with skimmilk
In varying proportions gave twenvalue of
ty-one pounds as the cornmeal
" tth corn at
100 pounds of skimmilk.
value of
$1.00 per hundredweight the
skimmilk for pork production would
be 34 cents per 100 pounds. 1 or veal
calves skimmilk gives fully as large
financial returns as when fed to pigs.
Buttermilk Is practically the same as
skimmilk in feeding value for hogs.
Then 100 pounds of 4 per cent milk
should
ninety-six pounds of
skimmilk and buttermilk. worth 33
all

^aud

yield

cents for veal or pork production.
The fertilizing elements in the ninety-six pounds of dairy byproducts are
worth 10 cents, about 7 cents of which
been
goes back to the soil after having
fed to bogs
Adding together 33 cents,
the value of the byproducts, and 7
cents, their fertilizing value, we hax-e a
total of 40 cents that should be added

ky.

VNOTHKK LIBERTY PASSING.
the Pretence of “Letting the People
Nominations of Candidates May
No Longer Free—But Where Is the

>r

lie

to the returns from the creamery per
100 pounds milk in order to place the
creamery on the same basis as the
milk car.
The following table shows
the proper comparison of prices at the

institutional Authority for Such Legis-

Ifin

pounds of cornmeal.
corn

torn
i

to skimmilk. Henry of the Wisconsin
station found that UK) pom"ls of skimmilk were worth thirty-one pounds of
cornmeal when throe pounds of skimmilk to one of corn were fed. hut when
to
seven to nine pounds of skimmilk
of
one of corn were fed P'l' pounds
skimmilk were worth hut eighteen

the New York Stun.]
>
e
have been inclined from time to
creamery and the milk car:
Milk car
in the course of his extraoidinary
Per cent
Creamery
price of milk
er to regard Theodore Roosevelt as
of fat
price per lb.
per 100 lbs.
tn milk.
for butter fat.
ilesman of somewhat radical proclivfar$1.45
to ::o
3.5
; but nothing more radical or
1.60
30
4.0
or extra-constitutional can be
1.80
35
4.0
d ir. any of his State papers ir
1.75
.30
4.5
it- utterances than is contained in the
2.20
.40
4.5
Wilson's
ly three lines of President
that
the
table
from
is
It
evident
the
aboadvocates
bage wherein he
when a farmer deliver- 3 per cent
rt if presidential conventions and the
milk, butter fat being worth 30 cents
Illation of candidates for the presik through the agency of direct priper pound, he should receive $1.30 per
fes throughout the country.
100 pounds whole milk if sold at the
Is particularly to be noted that alCar.
fcl rhere is not a word in the Constiof ti. United States empowering
MAINE'S BIG GAME PROBLEMS.
;
make laws on the subject
Pies :ont deems the matter so very
Walter I. Neal, member of the Maine
lit- that he urges “the prompt enaett of legislation” to carry his ideas Fish and Game Commission, expresses
the belief that in order to srive the moose
a sheer political audacity this recomof Maine from extermination it will be
Hatioa is unsurpassed. In the vuifor the Legislature to pass a
|>a..aiice of politicians it is “gall” necessary
law establishing a close time of four or
L- notion tiiat nominations for public five years on bulls. Cow moose are now,
Ishi'i be controlled and regulated
and have for some years, been protected
Liiu’
comparatively recent.. Forat all seasons, while it is lawful to kill
at
libwere
L
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'he agency of direct primaries
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tut now it is all very different,
gislature practically says to all
gr.-at or small: “Make your
in the way we dictate or
ail not be printed upon the official
mu you can vote for
your candiily by writing their names in the
olunm provided on the official
>r that
purpose.”
nactment of such legislation has
iterated for so many years that
it may be assumed that there iB
ututional objection—here ip New
>e
mean, under the State conatito statutes prescribing in what
and by what bodies nominations
may be made. Even here, howhas been expressly held by our
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Court, speaking through Chief
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the Legislature does grant
ivention, committee or body
make nominations, it cannot
ght of such Convention, com-
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; electors have the right to
i-jrn they will for public office,
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onstitution, and there is nc
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Mr. Wilson to And any warie
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bull more than one year old in the
month of November. The result of this
arrangement is that while the woods are
full of barren cow moose, thfe bulls are
not only few, hut for the most part too
young to be < ffective in propagation.
Commissioner Neal believes that a close
time is necessary in order to give the
young bulls an opportunity to get their

one

in'

THE WONDERS OF ALFALFA
rhe Farmer*’ Friend and Money Saver.
By F. D. COBURN,
Secretary of Agriculture of Kansas.
The most remarkable development ot
a new agricultural product in tbe United States within the past quarter of a
century has been with alfalfa, a hay
and pasture plant which twenty-five
.years ago probably not one farmer in
ten thousand bad heard of. Now more
than a million acres of it are growing
in Kansas alone, while Nebraska has
two-thirds as much, and nearly every
other state is increasing its acreage.
Wherever grown it Is the' handmaiden
of prosperity, and those who have
known it longest and best are those
who esteem it most.
Since its advent alfalfa has sold more
Kansas and Nebraska land and at
higher prices than any other one
growth, commodity or influence. Raw
lands, with almost no sale and considered a burden at a five dollar valuation,
have been quick sales at $40, $75 and
sometimes $100 per acre when seeded
to alfalfa.
Others, although not by
any means tbe best, have year after
year paid owners 10 to 40 per cent on
valuations of $200 and more per acre.
No farms change bands less frequently than those having alfalfa fields, because the owners know of no Investment likely to pay so well and fear to
name prices they may later regret.
Those claiming it is not adapted to
their locality need to be reminded of
what a humiliating reflection it, is
upon themselves and their land to admit that this hardy, well nigh everlast-

ing perennial, prospering nearly everywhere else, cannot be grown on their
own farms.
The fact of having tried
it in a given locality once or twice
without success signifies little as to its
adaptability, as the sower may have
done none of the simplest things needSuch a failure
ful to its prosperity.
should serve to make the experimenter
more determined, and no householder
Who has two acres of ground and
keeps a horse, cow. pig or poultry
should be satisfied without having
part of his ground In alfalfa, for soil-

ing,

for hay or pasture.
None but the best grade of seed
There is no such
should be sown.
thing as "cheap" seed, for poor seed
can alone nullify all tbe sower's plans,
however perfect. Favorable conditions
for sowing mean a reasonably fertile,
well drained, limed and firmed soil,
in good tijtb. freed from weed seeds,
trash, clods and stones and smoothed
to resemble a floor or garden surface
as nearly as possible, for if the sowing
iuelseeds the ground in tlie years that
follow will be gone over mauy times
with mowers, rakes and workmen, and
1 c-Mvl'i■'!•■ (weir'd surface will prove
*■'>>« i-'n'-B than the cost
vovt'i
..

FATTENING AS

POULTRY

A

:

BUSINESS

THE USE OF SILAGE FOR THE
DAIRY COW
*

—

Work For Every Mootk lo the Year.
By E. K. PARKTNSOE

Agricultural Expert.
really bent on
succeeding is always willing to get

Moat Mflk For tkc Least Maoey.
By JARED VAR WAOERBR,
Practical Farmer and Dairyman.
There are three main arguments

The man or woman

points from any legitimate source, demanding only tOut the method be
shown in actual dollars and' cents to be
better than their own.
The Belgians are great epicures and
demand that producers of table delicacies come as near perfection in marketable goods as possible. Let me take my
readers,

then,

to visit

Mr.

Laurens’

poultry

fattening plant, some ten
miles from Brussels, and learn his secrets. The farm of thirty-seven acres
Is devoted to maintaining a herd of ten
cows, three horses, several pigs, in addition to quarters for fattening 20,000
fowls annually. The cream is turned
Into butter and the skimmllb into
Juicy, fat table fowls. The family, at
the time of the writer’s visit, consisted
of Mr. Laurens, his wife, two women
who worked on the farm and a teamster. The’women and Mr. Laurens fatted the fowls, and the plan of operation was as follows: Mr.,Laurens went
with his cart to the nearest publicmarket every week and bought some
300 thin fowls, ranging in age from six

months to one year. (In many foreign
countries it is customary for the rearers of fowls to sell them to fatteners.t
The price paid averaged from GO cents
to $1 each, depending on the season
and the shrewdness of the buyer. The
birds were put immediately into long
{oops with slatted fronts and floors,
holding eight or ten birds each and set
up on wooden horses in semi-dark
sheds and cellars. Here they stayed
one month, being fed twice daily on
skimmilk and buckwheat meal. The
first week the birds were fed sparing-

ly—in fact, kept hungry—then gradually the amount was. increased until they
received all they would eat. The buckwheat was purchased by the carload
and ground and sifted on the farm.
The feed when ready to be poured into
the long V shaped troughs in front of
the coops looked for all the world like
buckwheat cake batter.
As to cost and profits: The birds were
dry picked and [jacked in wicker hampers holding six pairs each, and the
price fetched ranged from $1.50 to $1.70
and the weight averaged six pounds
each. For hampers and transportation
10 cents per fowl was allowed. The
net result was an annual income ranging from $9,000 to $12,000.
In closing, just a word to those who
would try fattening on a small scale.
Don’t use buckwheat, because it makes
the skin white, and tin* American* market demands a v>-p.,v -ki'-n, •' >>i A,

:;/|
for Infants and Children.
Castor!* is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’^ Friend.

li

favor of the use of a silo—first, it is the
cheapest and quickest way to preserve
the wonderful corn plant; second, it it
much more palatable than the air dried
stalks or fodder—hence the cows eat it
more freely, and there is almost no lose
from the cows rejecting the coarser
parts of the stalks (this latter saving is
a very Important matter in the course
of the winter); third and perhaps most
vital, the cow confined entirely to dry

The Kind You Have
*

EGG S
Now they

are

high, by using

PRATTS
Poultry Regulator
and make the biggest profits of the year.
This greatest tonic and digestive keeps
hens laying when eggs are worth most.
SatisiaetioB Gaaraotecd or Hooey Back
28 Sold on Money Back Guarantee by

cheap

or

satisfactory

as

good

corn

silage.
The

question is sometimes asked if
safely be fed on silage and

*

cows can

grain without hay or other roughage.
There is no direct danger in this plan,
but It will rarely be necessary or
wise.
No dairyman wjll have his
whole farm in corn, and there will always be,some hay to feed., Still, it is
wise to make silage the larger part of
the ration and balance it with proper
kinds of grain.
A common sense ration for a dairy
cow giving a good milk yield will be
made up of forty pounds silage, ten
pounds bay and from six to ten pounds
grain, giving the grain in proportion to
her milk yield on the basis of one
pound of grain for each three pounds
of milk.
Now, how large a silo and how many
acres of corn are provided for a dairy?
The following figures will help to determine this: There are about 200
days of entire stable feeding in northern states, so to feed forty pounds of
silage per day means 8.000 pounds, or
four tons, for each cow during the
winter. To help out scanty pasture in
summer there is no feed as good as
silage, so provide an extra ton for
each cow for this, or five tons in all.
A silo holding sixty tons is regarded
fairly ample for a twelve cow dairy,
and this capacity will about be equaled by a round silo of fifteen feet In
diameter and twenty-one or twentytwo feet deep. If it is also to be used
for summer feed it is better to have it
only twelve or thirteen feet across
and thirty feet deep.
It is possible to grow twenty tons
of silage per acre, but twelve tons is a
food yield, and in practice it is much
safer to reckon on eight tons, so the man
with the dozen cows had better plan to
have from seven to nine acres of corn

The regular depart
ments—Interesting People, The Inter
and
The Theater—ari
preter’s House,
The January Popular Mechanics Maga- filled with good reading. Prize-winning
zine contains 304 articles and 333 illustra- letters are published in a contest entitle!
tions.
In view of the recent dispatches “My Most Sucessful New Year’s Reso
from Europe telling of the successful lution.”

Literary News and Notes.

transmission of vocal sounds across the
Atlantic by wireless telephone, the description of the tower at which these messages were received in America, as given
in this number, will be of interest to a
wide circle of readers. This structure,
which is the highest in America, and,

with one exception, the highest building
of any kind in the world, was recently
completed on the New Jersey coast, and
a
complete description, with illustrations, is given.

t

food cannot do her best work.
She
needs' what the chemist calls “succulence” in some. form. She may get this
in the form of pumpkins or root crops
or in fresh distillers or brewers' grains,
but on most farms there is nothing as
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of Liquor and Drug treatment secures by far the largest percent of permanent results
of any known treatment.
Endorsed by the Medical Profession. Ask your family physician to investigate for
No sudden stopping of
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Our Clubbing Offers

The following dubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pay for these publications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advance:

$2,00

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

•j

j

2.10
2.25

The Journal ana Woman’s Magazine,

i

The

Cry

publications included in

our

clubbing

offers

may be sent to different addresses.
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ia all the time required for relief from the Drink Habit.

and Kin Hubbard.

Get More

Always Bought
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BANCOR.

Bangor, Me., Dec. 25. “Enough and I
^___
spare’’ was the report from all the
L. T. SHALES & SON. Belfast, Me.
charitable organizations today who disC. F. SWIFT. Belfast, Me.
tributed Christmas dinners and gifts.
H. L. WHITTEN & CO Belfast. Me
A number of useful ana interesting The Salvation Army sent out 150 ChristFREEDOM SUPPLY CO., Freedom, Me.
articles appear in the January Strand. mas dinners to deserving poor people and
N. D. ROSS, Lincolnville, Me.
“Humors of the Musical Profession” had some left, having, the officers said,
FARWELL BROS., Thorndike, Me.
W. D. SCANLON. South Lincoln, Me.
consists of a number of amilsing stories supplied all of the families they knew
full growth.
He is also of the opinion that the
by Melba, Caruso, Tetrazzini, John Mc- about.
A turkey dinner was served the inCormack, Calve and others. “The sealarming number of fatal accidents in
WHEN GRANDMA GOES AWAY.
cret of Smart Dressing” by Gordon mates of the City Farm, with a Christthe game season might be lessened if a
Sheriff
dinner for the children.
law were passed protecting doe deer, and Its awful lonesome in this house, when Grand- Meggy, is illustrated with many photo- mas
the prisoners in the
ma goes away.
Rheumatic
graphs of beautiful women smartly O'Connell gave
limiting legal game to bucks, the idea
pork dinner with The original of the compound
to old Aunt Betsey’s. Gee! I hope dressed.
They were specially posed for County Jail a roast
being that the sight of the buck's horns She’s gone
and
coffee.
Friends
been pi-.fruit
has
she doesn’t stay.
formula
“The
Duff-Gordon.
vegetables,
The
the
Strand
to
original
by Lady
Oil.
will enable hunters
positively identify If she’d
only be here Sundays, I could stand it Comedies and Tragedies of Golf” will provided fine dinners for the Children’s
the object fired at as a deer. A two
is being prepared by the
oil
the
the week;
and
through
chased
the
Home ,the King’s Daughters Home,
years’ close time on does, he thinks, My Dad has gone to take a nap, and I can’t appeal to all who love a good sporting Good Samaritan
Home and the St. Vin“Motorcars: Yesterday and Towould demonstrate the value of this prestory.
move or speak
with many gifts for
Blended Rheumatic Oil Company.
to death of reading, and of course I | day” is an article dealing with the sur- cent’s Orphanage,
tired
caution.
I’m
|
cannot play—
Commissioner Neal advocates the imprising development of the modern auto- the children.
A Christmas festival was held at ^he
long and lonesome when my mobile. The fiction—of which ther? is a
position of a license tax of one dollar on Oh! Sunday’s
WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,';
Home for Aged Women and each of the
Grandma’s gone away.
generous supply—is contributed by Barresidents, ana the prohibition of boys unreceived a cash present. Those
BELFAST. MAIKE.
der sixteen hunting at all unless accom- If she was here, she’d read to me and tell me ry Pain, Martin Swayne, Austin Phil- inmates
for Aged Men were rememips, Baroness Orczy and other well- at the Home
stories, too.
Prices:
15, 25 and EC Ctnls
panied by parent, guardian or some perit.
bered by friends with a present for each. Try
son holding a license. He points out that
And then we’d crack some hick’ry nuts, and known writers.
t23
There was a big Christmas tree for the
when that fun was through
with residen's, as well as non-residents,
The January Wide World—“The Mag- patients at the Eastern Maine General
we’d
take a little walk—course Tige
the
wardbe
for
Maybe
would
it
easy
licensed,
azine for Men,” as the proprietors now Hospital and quite an elaborate Christwould have to go
ens to distinguish one from the other and
Dr. mas at the Bangor State Hospital.
I tell you what he misses her! I’d really like call it—is an excellent number.
thus prevert fraud in the matter of lito know
Wilfred T. Grenfell—“Grenfell of LabAccording to the postoffice officials, all
cense fees; also, as the licensees would
he
doesn’t
Guaranteed work in Chir., ody, ManicurIf when he whines and looks at me,
rador,” the famous medical missionary— letters directed to “Mr. Santa Claus’’
be obliged to make returns of game
to
say,
try
and
and Shampooing. Also Faelal Work.
to half a dozen claimants ng
in
work
j
his
life
were
delivered
Labrador,
describes
killed, it w >uld thus be made easy to as- “It’s awful lonesome in this house when Grand- j tells of his
and
suffering
hardships
line of all kinds of Hair Work at mj
Foil
and
ma’s gone away!”
certain closely the number of deer
j WUliC
sd.
Dliupiv
living OlUvIlg
Bills
over Shiro’s Store, Phcenix Row.
moose actually killed in the State.
parlors
the
of
interest
our
Excellent sleighing, the first
largest Another article of exceptional
my football smashed
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
covering these subjects will probably be Yesterday,
32,1
was
window pane;
there
wonderful
and
the
most
and illustrated with
season, was much enjoyed
Then of course it bad to go and rain and rain series of
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useful article® for home and shop, repairs, etc.
«
Amateur Mechanics (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
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If Sam Ward, self styled Vestibule Res
(King of the Lobby) were living today
be would feel compelled to hand bit
crown over to President Wilson, who hai
uaed the power and influence of his high
office and the patrontge at his disposa
-majority ir
to make the

Demoe^tic “Presidentia

Congress do hia bidding.
influence so strong as to amount to despotism,” partisanship of unprecedented
selfishness, unparalleled secrecy in cau-

and revival of the spoils system were
charged against the Administration and
a
the Democratic party by Representative
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
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Blood
H00P8 SARSAPARILLA posse wet the extraoted values of the
best vegetable remedies prescribed by leading physicians.
That its formula has proved wonderfully potent is proved by its
record of great Success. For your
blood medicine get HOOD’S.
POLITICAL POINTS.

THE NEWS OP BROOKS.
Gilbert Morrill spent the
home with his family.

holidnpr

FwouldI
telling me how you
break your horses?” Asked the tenderfoot of Broncho
Bill.

you mind

vacation

at

Frank Foaa,.one of our oldest citissns, had a
very sick spell last weak.
Mias Ula La tea, who is with a Arm in Lewiston,

came

“Lordy,

home for the holidays.

S. H. Lord and wife of Belfast spent Christmas with A. B. Fayson and wife.
The Grange ia having a literary contest
and the meetings are made interesting.

we

man,

break no horses!
”
get on and ride.

we

don’t

just

Many people who suffer
with their feet would give
a good deal to find shoes
that didn’t require "Break”
Just try a pair of
ing In.
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now

Thins Twombly,aa we call her, has boon visThe American Woolen Company re- iting her mother, Mn. Fenny Twombly.
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has often declined profitable advertising les has
holding her own at th s
tion we believe to be mainly due to the movement are afraid to come out in the the
from outside parties that might conflict
beginning, it being a closely ceiled room. writing... .Miss Ella Greeley and Miss Floia
have
the
Pawho
to
fear Quite a smoke was created and Mr. Mannucia’s
gone
with their interests. When they were ac- large number
open and be identified with it. They
Knowlton visited Mrs. George Dow in Morrill
goods were seriously injured. If the fire had
cused of extortionate prices, short weight cific coast expecting to find work at high their own constituents.
Saturday and Sunday... .Earl Reynolds was
not been quickly extinguished the whole block
called to Freedom Saturday by the serious illand measure, and efforts were made to wages in connection with the Panama
would have gone, as it is of wood and filled
ness of his mother, Mrs. Isaac Reynolds....
The wool that comes off a sheep’s back
di vert trade to other jJlaces it came to Exposition of 1915, when in fact the
with inflammable materials.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Knowlton left last week
in any foreign country comes into our
their defence. It has sought to deserve labor market was already overstocked.
The annual ball of the Brooks Maccabees for New Hampshire to pass Christmas with
market without paying any duty. The
their patronage, but has never resorted
Dec. 24th, was a well their daughter, Mrs Guy Stirling.
We hope that all who temporarily .left wool (or hair) that comes off the back Wednesday evening,
to blackmailing methods to obtain it, and
The special
attended and pleasant affair.
because
of
what
the
of
party
WHITE’S CORNER. (Winterport.)
Republican
of the Angora goat finds a tariff wall
has ever had in view and striven for the
train brought a good crowd from Belfast, and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nealey of Roxbury,
good of the community. While political- was Clone, or 1101 uune, ai me i/nicugu 15 cents in every dollar of value when it Keyes orchestra furnished the music. A good
Christmas with Mrs. Nealev’s
ly The Journal advocates the principles convention will read the article from the reaches an American port. The reason supper was furnished at midnight. The hall Mass., spent
Mr. and Mrs S. P. Stevens, in Monof the Republican party it does not carry Boston Transcript, on another page, on the Maine farmer’s sheep is not protected was finely lighted by the J. H. Ames Co. of parents,
roe. and Friday all were guests of Mr. and
politics into business or personal rela- “Republican Reorganization.” It will and the Texas farmer’s goat is protected Bowdoinham as an advertisement for their Mrs. C. W. Nealey of
Winterport.. ..Mr. and
a brilliant
which
make
that
be
seen
act
of
the
wherever
it
Dreadnaugbt
lamps,
of
merit
the
returns
every
Chicago can be found by studying
tions. It recognizes
Mrs. L. A. White entertained Mr. and Mr?.
Two
from
common
kerosene.
white
lamps
light
a helpconvention was strictly in accord with the last November election.
appears and stands ready to lend
Leslie Hawes of Prospect and Mr. and Mrs.
did the business for the entire hall and they
Howard Clements of West Winterport on
ing hand to every local industry and en- precedent and with the existing rules of
L. Ames Jr.,
were highly complimented.
J.
terprise. To its readers, and to those the party and that it had no right or auThe American market was not menaced represented the company, assisted by M. J. Christmas Day... .Mrs. Edna Harquail returnThat'
ed to the E. S. N. School Monday after
who are not readers or patrons, it wishes thority to deviate from them.
by diseased foreign potatoes until the uow, woo IB me lucai agent anu Hens me
changed conditions call for a change in Democrats took away the tariff protec- lamps, with which everyone seemed delighted. spending three weeks at the home of her
alike a prosperous and a
parents, Mr. and Mrs.. E. C. Clements
these rules is admitted, and it is proHAPPY NEW YEAR.
tion. They now see their mistake and
We are fortunate in having a nice public Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and daughter
to change them.
were guests of Mrs. Clement’s brothposed
them
out
to
are scurrying round
by library in town, for a few months at least, and Barbara
keep
There have been many striking illuser, Fred Barden, in South Monroe Christmas..
quarantine. That’s like the man who it is free under the usual restrictions to every W. E. Hebard of Vermont spent the Christtrations of the remarkable memory of
FREEDOM,
holidays at the home of C. M. Conant
pulled the roof off his tie-up and then resident of the town. Mrs. Grace Dow Bach- mas
James G. Blaine, ami here is one that we
Mr. Albert Cunningham, who haa been in
Mrs. S. J. Fish and Mrs. C. B. Jewett were
called in a veterinary to hold an umbrella elder, our Superintendent of schools,presen ted dinner guests of Mrs. G. L. Clark of West
have not seen elsewhere in print, from
poor health for a long time, died Dec. 24th.
the matter to Payson Smith with the special Winterport, Sunday.. .Master Guy Neal* y is
the “Recollection of a Varied Career” His sister, Mrs. Flora Haskell from Lewiston, over his cow when it rained.
object of assisting the pupils of our schools the guest of relatives in Roxbury, Mass., for
two weeks... C. H. L bby and family spent
by Gen. William F. Draper. General assisted by Knowles Bangs, cared for him.
was fortunate in obtaining a library conMore than 17,000 men have usually been and
Christmas, as usual, with Mrs. Libby’s mother,
Draper was severely wounded in the The funeral was held at his home Dec. 26th,
it is said, many interesting and valu- Mrs. Emily Parsons, in Swanville.,.. Mrs. C.
taining,
Wilderness campaign and after some Rev. John G. Vance officiating. Mr. Fairbanks employed in cutting and hauling timber able books. It is to be hoped that our citizens W. Nealey entertained a small party of young
from Unity conducted the funeral. The inter- and in sawing it into lumber in Maine.
time in a hospital in Washington, D. C.,
will take an interest in it and patronize it people last Saturday evening in honor of the
under her ment was in Pleasant Hill Cemetery_The Their annual wages have amounted to while we have it. It will be kept in the High home-coming cf Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nealey.
wife
his
him,
joined
Where
-Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bartlett entertained a
Samoset club have their building completed
The Democrats put school rooms and Mr. Norwood, the High familv Dartv at dinner. Christmas dav.
ioving care he went to his home in Massa- and moved in Dec. 24th....Mr. Fred Farwell, more than $7,000,000.
shinhave
will
of
the
books,
school teacher,
logs, timber, Boards, clapboards,
charge
chusetts. In his book he says:
who moved his family into Frank Flye’s rent a
last blocks, and will, it is said, be there Saturday afterA little episode en route is worth note- short time ago, has moved back to his farm in gle bolts, hubs, handle bolts,
a
ing. On the train Hon, James G. Blaine, Unity....The Christmas tree at the church heading bolts, broom handles, etc. on the noons to accommodate our people. It is very
then a representative in Congress, came C hristmas
list of articles from which all protection ‘nice thing for him to do and it will be e conwas greatly enjoyed by ail and
Eve
bevenience to many.
to my berth and spoke to me-simply
We •specially the little ones. Much credit is due was removed. Reports from the State
cause I was a wounded soldier.
Winifred
for
the
reducMiss
the
little
a
and
it
made
a
as
a
whole
indicate
Dodge
way
moments
pronounced
talked a few
Obituaby. We are deeply grieved to record
deep impression on me, as I considered a ones took part in singing and reciting....Hon. tion in orders for the commodities named. the death lut Saturday of David Curtia at hia
man-even
a
though
and
with
D.
W.
Christmas
Dodge
family passed
Congressman great
Some lumber operators are preparing to home in Uonroe, some four miles from thie Ml-o-na Soothe* the Irritated Membrane*,
Mr. Blaine had not then made his great Mrs, Dodge's brother, Mr. Reuben Sibley....
make tbe usual cut; many are cutting a village. This wee, however, hie poet office, Stimulate* and
at
later,
years
Twenty-six
Strengthen* the Stomach.
The Academy opened Dec. 80th with the same
reputation.
and mysmaller quantity, and others will not and in a social and buiineaa way Brooks woe
a dinner given my second wife
Mio-na ia one of the most effective and safe
and several new students....Mrs.
teachers
he
wee
e
man
home.
As
young
at all. The great, prosperous essentially his
self on our wedding trip, by Hon. Henry Lida
remedies for out-of-order stomachs.
It inHussey haa gone to Kenduskesg to care operate
at our church services and creases the flow of the
Cabot Lodge, Mr. Blaine was one of the
gastric juices, soothes
which means so much to Maine, a regular attendant
business,
for
her
Mrs.
mother-in-law,
Genasked:
Hussey....Rev.
he
the irritated membrane, and quickly and safely
a member of our local organisations, in which
guests. Over the cigars
down gradually and, as a big
the digestive system so that your
eral Draper, do you remember the last T. P. Williams and Mrs. Williams and son if slowing
he was an active worker, ^e was an honored benefits
food
is promptly converted into nutrition and
I
but
said
Aroostook
were
recent
of
Dr.
M.
Small
Gordon
A.
I
Yes,
yesterday,
operater
gueets
replied:
time we met?”
member of the commu- the entire
and
respected
highly
system properly nourished. Then
He then re- and wife_Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fuller and
had not supposed you did.
“everybody is getting ready for heavy
and hia many friends here deeply regret you are well and strong.
called the incident I have narrated, and little son Frank passed Christmas with Mr. weather.” Irf New Brunswick the op- nity,
If you lack an appetite, your tongue is coatI mention it to show his wonderful mem- Fuller’s
ed, nerves on edge, have risings of sour and
mother, Mrs. Frank Fuller....Mr. J. erators are making ready, as rapidly as
food and experience after eating
undigssted
ory of persons and details.
D, Plummer has returned horns from Fairfield
distress you are suffering with indigestion or
possible to jump into tbe American marMrs.
Osbea
tor
a
short
and
we
SylDid
ever
sick
stomach.
tima.,..Mr.
for
today:
Little question
ket. Some of the far sighted have been
One of 4jlet's Pills at bedtime—jent
Get a fifty cent box of Mi-o-na from A. A.
have a millionaire President?-Boston vester from Brooks passed Christmas with
Howes A Co. and begin now to build up your
one. Acts on the liver. Gently laxative.
preparing for the harvest for months.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Globe.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wiggin....
sick
and wornout stomach. Do not delay,
Alt
vegetable.
Sugar-coated.
When the influx of foreign lumber is
Gudes not, but we are likely to have W. R. Sparrow callsd Dee. 86th on Mrs. Sparmany serious diseases start from whet was
Sold for 60 years.
of
the
the
bulk
$7,000,000
on,
really
thought to be only an upset stomach. Money
one if the proposed presidential primary row’s sister, Miss Flora Faroum of Thorndike,
A* Your Doctor.
refunded if not benefited.
Maine men have been drawing as wages
who has been wary sick.
materializes.
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tion for the District of Columbia Mr.

Ground

Grippers

THIS LIST OF

i

BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS
I

uoo

WILL BE

AWAY

GIVEN

In order that 'the readers of this paper will become better acquainted with the line of pianos we
handle, we will give away, in the order named, to the
executed answers in
persons sending the most skillfully
the opinion of the judges, the following:

!

Diamond Ring

Silver lea Set

14k Setting

<

Oak Rocking Chair

Sewing Machine

Dinner Set

Bicycle

Carpet Sweeper

Ladies’ Gold Watch

---

Guaranteed

j

Chest of

j

12 Calibre Rifle

case

Silver

Roger’s

Real Opal Scarf Pin

26 pieces

Girls Skates

Gentleman’s Gold Watch
Guaranteed

Boy

case

Skates

Find Nine Kittens in this Picture

«

aiid you will be awarded

one

of the above prizes.

_

-.

...

BUILD UP YOUR
SICK STOMACH

Bilious?

kSJjHogJ

.'U\. -y

The judges will be three well known persons of Portland. The prizes will be aware
ed in the order nan. i to the persons sending in the most skillfully executed answer
Send your answer on this or separate sheet of paper with your name and address.
the event of more than one answer being judged worthy of a certain prize, dupi.
cate prizes will be awarded. The decision of the judges will be final. Only one ai
This contest is restricted to residents of t
swer from a household will be allowed.
Send in your answer at on
Vinners will be notified by mail.
New England States.
All answers must be received by January 15, 1914.

I
I
I
I

fij
9

LORD & CO, PIANOS
Portland, Maine

Masonic Building,

MORRILL.
A

birthday party

was

Dr. W. C. LIBBEf

given Mr. George Dow

About twenty were
last Saturday evening.
present. Cakes, candy and cocoa were served
and games played and sociability enjoyed until
a late hour.... The Sunday school was reorganized Sunday, and officers re-elected: Dr. T. N.
Pearson, Supt,; Elisha Brown, ass t supt.;
collector
Lilia Pearson, Sec’y; E. E.
and Treasurer; J. 0. Blake, Librarian; Bertha
The Sup’t resorted that
Mears. Organist.
there had been 50 sessions of the’ school the

93

DENTIST,
MAIN STREET,

BELFAST,

Bovv^n,

past year. The largest number plfcsent was
153, the least number 31, with an average of 83.
Fifteen were present who had not missed a
Sunday for the year and one who had not
All of thesw received
m ssed for five years.
presents from the Supt., either a nic^Bible or
One of th4 fifteen
other valuable books.
little Erland Brown, not quite five fears old,
received a prize Bible that was abo|t all he
could carry.... Miss Annie Paul will iiturn to
her studies at Farmington this week... Mr.
Millard Nickerson pussed Christmas fiy with
his parents in Waldo-Mr. Herman Ikerriam
has been in Brooks the past week making repairs on a mill_Miss Ethel Parker,faacher
of the primary grade, will close hertschool
Wednesday, Dec. 31st, and return hfcae to
Islesboro_Frankie Whitcomb from
is

spending

the

holidays with

his

Jutland

grandparents.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb
.RevfWm.
F, Fletcher will occupy the pulpit Sfriday,
Jan. 4th. Prof. Wight, teacher of the sttging
at
class, will lead and aBeist in the
both the morning and evening services.

X
X
X

sing^g
|

JL

&
+

$100 Reward
The readers of this
learn that there is at 1<
that science has bee
stages, and that is
Cure is the only nosij
the medical fratemit;
•titntional disease,
treatment. Hall's Ci
temally, acting dire
mneons surfaces of
straying the founds
atrl
giving the patientsssia
constitution and
work. The proprietol
ita curative powers ti
drad Dollars for any
Send for list of test!
Address: F. J. CUE'
1
Sold by Druggists
Take Hall’s rnmil

$100|

will be pleasm to
dreaded dim,,,

[to

cure

in

X

4
X

sluts

Hall’s Catm-h
now

knowi*0

rh being

a

cm.

taken A
the blood am
i, thereby di
disease, am
up ttd
[building
in doing im
inch faith m
._r One Hunl
fails to cure!
is

a

ledo. Ohio. I

pation.

extraordinary

permanence and

beai>

looks like new varnish and
clouds up as polishes containing
grease invariably do.
ty.

It

never

FOR LACQUERED BRASS-This
is the only polish which is equally as
good on lacquered brass as on varnish.
It should be applied in the same way.
and will be found much more satisfac*
tory than the average brass cleaner
as it does not scratch or wear off the

lacquer.

constitution
.a

/''k CEDAR ia the only polish which
v-/ prevents the breeding of germs.
at the same time producing a lustre of

FOR SALE BY

Carle & Jones,
BELFAST, MAINE.

!

The News of Belfast
The city schools began Monday after a twc
Weeks' vacation.
There will be • New Years dance in Seaside
Grange hall this, Thursday, evening, to which
the public are invited. Music by Keyes’ orchestra.
The W. C. T. U. will have an antiquarian
social at the home of Mrs. Goldie Curtis towill
morrow, Friday, afternoon. The roll call
be responded to by housekeeping experiences.
The Ladies Aid of North Belfast will have

monthly supper Wednesday evening,
January 7th. An entertainment will be given
by the Mason family. Admission to suppei
their

and entertainment 26 centB.
q

We have received the Bates College cataThe only students from
logue for 1913-14.
Waldo county are Albert Edwin Jenkins of
Brooks, a member of the freshman class, and

Mrm. Edward R Eetabrooka, wh* nadervent
adrtowa operation for appiadlritla and othoi
eeanplieatioae In the Tapiey haepita] on Satnrday morning, is resting aa comfortable aa eaa
be expected and there is every hope for her

Mr. *Dd Mr*. Irm M. Cob* seat* tan* Wkej
snd *11 the Axing* for th* ChrUtma* dianw t<
the Home for Aged Women.

a

Mr*. Clyde Pettee* who was operated upoi
in the Waldo County General Hoepital las'
Saturday morning, is improving fast and wil

is the day we “swear off” all
ot our bad habits. There
is one habit every woman
should swear off and that
is the mending habit. She

be about again.

soon

The annual meeting of the Waldo County
Medical Association will be held in this citj
next Monday* and it is expected that an inter
esting program will he given.
Adelaide Howard,
Agnes Pendleton anc
Eunice Ames were the happy recipenta of tin
three beautiful dolls given away in the voting
contest at Carle & Jones store.

certainly can if she will insist that her family all wear
the famous

The local company that recently presentee
the two-act comedy, “The Best Man,” her«
and at Searsport, will give the play at Emerson’s hall, Bucksport, Friday evening, Jan 9th
with a musical program betwen acts.

Chief Engineer Shute has received a very
pleasing letter from Chemical Company No. 1
of the Head of thd Tide, in which Clerk V. I
Taul R. Smith, Belfast, a junior.
of the
The Sons of Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary Merriam expresses the appreciation
and welfare”
will hold a joint installation of officers Monday company for the “betterment
evening, January 5th. Supper will be served which the chief has made possible.
at 6 30 o’clock. All members are requested to
The first parish party of the season, by the
be present. Walter J. Clifford will be the in- First Parish (Unitarian) took place last Monstalling officer.
day night in Memorial hall, when the members
of invited
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua of the parish and a large number
Circle will be with Mrs. C. E. Rhoades. No. 22 guests partook of a delicious supper at 6
when the
High street, .Monday afternoon, January 5th' o’clock, followed by a social hour,
The lesson topic is from December Chautau- children enjoyed games. At eight o’clock a
Civiliaations Meet.” dance, with music by Keyes, was begun and
quan magazine: “Where
Roll-call, quotations on the “New Year.” All lasted until midnght.
interested in C. L. S. C. studies are cordially
Harry Robinson of Clinton, a brakeman on
invited.
the freight train, was injured Wednesday j
Theodore Grotton, sometimes called Cleveat the
land, was injured last Saturday morning
Swan-Whitten-Bickford store, while handling
was working
grain. The pile near which he
infell over on him, crushing several ribs and
was
juring the back of his head. A physician
summoned and he was taken to his home in
East Belfast.

The Journal acknowledges Christmas greetChick Burleigh,
ngs from Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
John Wood
'Washington, D. C,; Rev. and Mrs.
Hatch, Montpelier, Vt.; The Sanford Tribune,
E. Bennett, manager; Mathews Broth-

Myron

Me.; The Keeley Institute, 151
E.
Congress street, Portland, Me.; Mrs. George
.Evans, Stamford, Conn., and Mrs. Duncan,
Belfast.

ers,

Searsport.
The next meeting of the D. A. R.
Monday, January 5th. The hostesses

will be
will be

I

morning

at nrooxs

swuuu.

the track and the car wheels passed
foot lacerating the flesh and tearing
His heavy rubber boots saved
the ligaments.
He was brought here
a more serious accident.
on the morning passenger train and is doing
too

near

over

his

Holeproof
stockings. Six pairs are absolutely guaranteed against
holes for six months or new
hose free. For sale only by

There was a Christmas tree at the Waldo
County General Hospital, from which Santa
Claus delivered gifts for all the patients ard
members of the hospital staff.
There will be a joint ins tallation of the officers of Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle
Tuesday, Jan. 6th. A dinner, including clam
stew, will be served after the installation.
The sisters are requested to be present and

the Waldo County General Hospital.
Miss Dora Newell left last Saturday noon for Daytona, Florida. She will
travel by rail the entire distance, and wired
well at

Citypoint.

bring cookies, cakes, doughnuts, pickles,
The Circle

etc.

will meet at 1.30 o’clock.

Henry Butterfield of Boston, a member of
Philadelphia that she
Sunday morning
the Chamber of Commerce delegation that
was having a pleasant journey.... Mrs. Levi
Clay is slowly recovering from a bronchial visited Panama and South America last cpring,
cold. Mrs. Hattie Larrabee of Waldo is with has written Eben F. Littlefield, city clerk, askLevi Clay re- ing for particulars in regard to the death of
Mrs. Clay for a few weeks
turned to Portland Monday after a visit of Mr. Fra k B. Knowlton. Mr. Butterfield said;
“Mr. Knowlton was held in the highest esteem
several days wth his family.
by every member of tne delegation and was
At a meeting of the school committee Monroom-mate the greater part of the trip."
day evening M. R. Knowiton was elected tru- my
He also expressed deep regret at the terrible
ant officer, in accordance with the new school
ended Mr. Knowiton’s life when
law. It was voted to accept pupils in the city accident that
schools from out-lying districts for not less he was in the enjoyment of such good health,
from

...

Frank H. Mayo and Mrs. H. L. Whitten.
Roll call,
The program will be as follows:
American officers in the War of 1812; reading, *
than half a term. The first -emi-annual proNew Advertisements. Mitchell & Trussell
•Our Country’s Call,” Bryant, Mrs. E. S.
motion begins in February and all pupils elig- will begin this, Thursday, morning a half price
Miss
of
Canada,
Invasion
The
Pitcher; paper,
ible to enter may be admitted at that time. sale of enamelled ware, to include everything
Isabel Ginn; reading, “The Battle of New OrE. Supt. Giles Stuart *f Rockland has been en- I in that line in stock, the sale to continue one
leans,” Thomas Dunn English, Miss Alice
gaged to address the Home and School Associ- | week unless the stock is exhausted sooner.
Simmons.
ation in the near future.
This is an opportunity to secure high grade
letters
The
following
Advertised Letters.
Carle & Jones 9-cent
half price
office
At the meeting Tuesday evening of the goods at
-emained uncalled for in the Belfast post
Mrs. Reading Department of the Arts and Crafts sale will begin January 9th and continue nine
for the week ending Dec. 30th. Ladies
days. It includes both stores, 19 and 21 Main
Frank Clement, Ellen W. Jones, Mrs. M. L. Society Mr. Edward R. Pierce entertained and
street. This is always an event with shoppers,
Littlefield, Mrs. Annie Moore, Mrs. Minnie instructed the audience, which included-several
and the indications are that the sale this year
Millett, Mrs. Etta J. Miller, 3 letters. Gen- men, on the principal current events of the
will be a record breaker_Stockings may
B.
R.
the
tariff
and
discussed
He
H.
H.
Curtis,
currency
day.
D.
Brown,
leman—Howard
come and stockings may go but the Holeproofs
Rogers, Warren Stillman, Mr. T. Small, Flesa questions, the high cost of living, the increase
hold their own and the guarantee that goes
Sira, C. A. Walker, J. H. Woods, Estate of J. of the National debt and the income tax, and
with them holds good. Sold only at the DinsS. Moses.
gave his hearers a comprehensive review of
The next meeting will more Store_If you want shoes that don't reMexican
vthe
question.
the
entertained
Jolly
Trussell
Mrs. George C.
a pair of the fabe Jan. 13tl», when Miss Maude K. Russell will quire breaking in, just try
Five at her home on High street last Friday
mous Ground Grippers, sold only at The Dinsthe
the
for
“Review
Reading
Department
evening. The house was prettily decorated in
more Store_Carle & Jones sell the O-Cedar
he Cnristmas colors and there was a Christ- Past Year.”
Polish and in their advertisement tell how to
mas tree, the gifts on which when opened
Mrs.
Alice
Newshan
of
West Belfast.
use it. There is nothing better in that lineaused a good deal of merriment. A supper Erie, Penn who has been visiting Mr. and After
enjoying a sleigh ride call at the Old
was served which included cold turkey, rolls,
Mrs. Geo. B. Dyer, returned home last Mon- Corner
Drug Store and enjoy one of their deand
tea.
Those
present day_Cassius Hamilton is visiting in Havercelery, jellies, cake
licious hot drinks_Buy your watches, clocks
Miss Ida Burwere Mrs. William M. Thayer,
hill, Mass., and vicinity through the holidays. and jewelry of and have your work done by
gess, Mrs, L. A. Coombs, Mrs. A. C. Tuttle.
.Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Colby are visiting W. M. Thayer, Jeweler, Phcenix Row.... InIf you want to know about the weather and Mrs. Annabel Underwood-Laura Morris has sist on having Mclntire's smoked cod and hadto the house the past week with dock.
Guaranteed free from all chemical
have lost faith in.Old Probabilities ask a veteran been confined
seafarer. Sometimes it may be a falling ba- the mumps, but was able to be out the first of preservatives and artificial colorings. Fresh
Sabra Dyer is at home from when smoked.... The Home of Good Values
rometer, but oftener it is intution that prompts this week.... Miss
;he Maine skipper to close reef and stand off Boston where she is attending the Boston school extends New Year’s greetings to its patrons
shore, or to fill away and run for a snug har- of expre.'SSon-Ben j. Mosher went to Bangor and returns thanks for their liberal patronage
Mrs.

j

bor

under the lee.

We

were

reminded of this

coming up Main street last Friday afternoon.
Meeting John McAuliff, he said in passng, “going to be a rough night.” A little farher on Capt. Abner G. Gilmore was met and
Sure
he remarked: “Big storm coming.”
when

nough, there was a rough night and a big
-torm, disastrous elsewhere, but with little
jamage hereabouts.
organization to be known as the TwentyAssociation, and to be incorporated under
he laws of Maine, is in process of formation
ere.
The plan is for each of the 25 to pay in
An

Five

by paying $2 a week and at the
of every five weeks a stock certificate,
nar value, of $10 will be issued.
At the end of
he year $2,500 will have been paid in and this
money will be invested in buying and .-elling
eal estate, and building houses to sell or rent.
100 per year,

•nd

This

plan is

to

run

in

four

series, covering

four years, making a working capital of $10,0C0. Fourteen of the 25 parties have already

been secured.

Louis Goldberg is the promoter
of the movement and the members include all
classes.

of the Tribune Farmer for Dec.
25th announces the sale of that paper to be
merged with the Rural New Yorker, subscribers to the Tribune Farmer to receive the
Rural New Yorker until the expiration of their
subscriptions. Although we have had a clubbing arrangement with the Tribune Farmer
for many years the publishers have sent us no
notice of the change, and we cannot say at
this writing whether the clubbing arrangements will be continued by the Rural New
W orker. The Tribune Farmer succeeded the
Weekly Tribune, which in the days of Horace
jreeley was the most influential newspaper in
his country and we doubt if there is a weekly
published today that approaches it in this respect.
The issue

Saturday, returning Monday night_Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Wood spent Christmas with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Lizzie Cunningham
Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Mahoney and
H. A. Wilson spent Christmas Day with Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Miller.
—

A Welcome Shower.
A veritable shower
of biasings came to Mrs. Ansel L. White on
Christmas morning at her cozy and comfortable r oms, 116 High street. The idea of the
show r originated with one of her dearest
frien 3, Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick, and word
was
ent here, there and everywhere.
The
read responses came from neighbors,acquaintfriends and loved ones, and included
anc»
cards, letters and booklets. When the writer
called several days later the sunshine and happiness they had brought the recipient was
verv apparent.
To one shut out from life's
act v'ities and social enjoyments these greetings, 117 in all, brought messages from every
direction. Among the senders were friends of
ea ly school days, former associates in “The
N rsery” in Brooklyn, N. Y., where Mrs.
White served for years on the hoard of directoh, her brother, nephews, nieces and their
ciildren. Other messages came from Pompeii,
fom Mexico, from the “sunry south”, and
f om the Pacific coast, where a picture showed
Col. Philo Hersey in his cherry orchard,
imong the rqost interesting cards were a
eries from Mrs. C. C. Pineo, at Matanzaa,
'uba, each card bearing a message and a few
vords of description. On the top of the basket
containing the cards was a picture of little
Miss Katherine Pineo from grandma Quimby.
That the shower
it

was

arranged

might be a complete surprise,
to intercept the mail on its

arrival and it was taken to Mrs. White on her
breakfast tray Christmas morning. The shower lasted for two hours before the last message
was read, but its refreshing influence will be
felt for months to come.

9 DAYS
9 CENT SALE
BEGINNING THE

I

Last Sunday was the coldest night of the
thns far and early Monday morning
the mercury was at zero in the city, end below
outBide. In other parts of the State from 3 to
It moderated rapidly
17 below was reported.
during the day and a milder temperature ban
aince prevailed.
season

off January
—t—AT-

19 and 2i Main Street
BOTH STORES

PARLE & JONES

HUNDREDS JOINED OUR

CHRISTMAS CLUB

Mrs. Idabell Kamber of Portland, who has
been in Belfast several weeks in charge of the
sale of the k anufacturer's Outlet Co., of which
hor brother-in-law, Mark Levine, is proprietor,
has made many frjenda here by her bright
personality and straight business methods.
She will leave for Portland next Tuesday.

TObAY

Charles F. Thompson has bought the stock
of variety goods of Mrs. Evelyn A. Mudgett
and is selling them off at tbe Harrie store on
Main street. Tbe Manufacturers Outlet Co.,
which has been occupying a part of the store,
is also closing out. When the store is vacated
it will be renovated, and it is understood that
the Direct Importing Co. will move there from
tbe Pythian block.

Many years ago Tbe Journal library contained a volume entitled “Phoenixiana.” The
author was Lieut. Derby of tbe U. S. Army,
who wrote over the pen name of John Phoenix
The writer had met and known some of tbe
characters in tbe book and a few yearn ago
wanted to refer to it, but found the book missing. It had no doubt been loaned, and the
borrower had neglected to return it. If anyone know* of its whereabouts and would advise us, or having the book in their possession
would return it, the favor would be appreciated. The book has no special value but is of
personal interest to the writer.
The matinee dancing
party given last
Thursday afternoon in Memorial hall, from 3
t> 7, by Frank Mudgett and Alton Johnson,
was a very enjoyable affair and largely attended. The hail and lounging room were prettily
decorated with Christmas greens and bells.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. William M. Rtndall, Mrs. R. H. Howes, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg
and Miss Anne M. KTttredge were patronesses, and Misses Geneva Stephenson, Katherine Kittredge and Lillian Dexter assisted in
serving refreshments at intermission, when
ice cream was catered by Shiro. The programs were in red and green and included
which

dances,
supplemented
with several extras. At intermission, Mrs.
Carl Cottreli of Stockton, who was the Christmas guest of Mr. and Mra. Charles Bradbury,
delighted the party with her singing.
some

16

were

The Belfast schools
Fair Notes.
are to make an exhibit at the Food hair....
Prizes will be given for the best art posters
made by students of Waldo county schools.
Card board will be furnished free-Each day
there will be prizes given to the first one hundred women who buy tickets. These prizes
will be useful and in most cases, worth more
than the cost of admission.... For the purpose
Food

HUNDREDS OF OTHERS WILL JOIN

WHY HOT BE OKE OF THEM?

Trust

Waldo

Company,

BELFAST, MAINE.
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A BIG STOCK OF

WATCHES
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Christmas. All the First Class Makes
Watches—All Guaranteed. Low Prices.

Left for those who did not receive

one

Positive!)

Repairing a Specialty.

Watch

no

trouble to show

of

S
H
(.(•)/

goods.

||

H. J. LOCKE & SON, District Watch Inspector M. C. R. R. If
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The next meeting of the Waldo County Vetassociation will be held at the K. of P.
Corner, Winterport, today,
Ellingwood’s
hall,
Jan. 1st. If stormy, the meeting will be posteran

to the first pleasant day.
The Women’s Alliance of the First Parish
home of
(Unitarian) church will meet at the
Mrs. George A. Quimby. Miller street, tomorThe subrow, Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
will be
ject of a paper by Mrs. J. W. Frederick
“Notes of a Winter in the Bahamas.”

poned

Extends to all its patrons New Year’s

of catering to our visitors from out of town
the doors of the Food Fair will open at 10
At the annual meeting of the Board of
o’clock a. m. as last year....The Food Fair
were
art calenders have arrived and are ready for Trade Dec. 29th the following officers
distribution... Special rates of one and one- eleeted: President, Morris L. Slugg; vice
third fare for roqnd trip have been granted by presidents, F. L. Whitten, James H. Howes, S.
the Maine Central railroad over all its lines in A. Parker; secretary, Elon B. Gilchrest; treasmanaMaine for the week of the Food Fair. This is urer, Ralph D. Southworth; board of
W. H
cheaper than mileage in every instance and gers, R. F. Dun ton, Horace Chenery,
Durmeans that if your out of town friends wish to
Hall, C. R. Coombs, F. L. Whitten, J. C.
come home to attend the Food Fair that they
ham, H.H.Coombs and M.W.Lord. The regular
meetings will be held the second Friday of
may come on a very much reduced ticket....
Arrangements have been completed to have every month and there will be a special prothe New England Cooking School give daily gram for each evening.
lectures and demonstrations.
Camp Gilmore. On the 2nd page will be
12 Main
Maine.
Pupils Recital. The pupils of Miss Amy found an interesting article from Mr. A. W.
E. Stoddard gave a recital at her studio, 68
on Camp Gilof
Fort
Colo.,
Collins,
Thompson
Miss
Church street. Wednesday afternoon.
he terms it,
more, not “Gilmore's Camp” as
Stoddard has these recitals often as a part of “Our
George” says it derived its name from
the regular course of instructions and as a the owner Rufus Gilmore, a farmer, on whose
during the past year_All suits and garm-nts preparation for public performances.The young
land the camp stood and from whom it was
half price at James H. Howes, Odd Fellows
people all aquitted themselves with credit to leased by its occupants. The commissary was
block. Mr. Howes extends the season’s greetand
themselves and their teacher,
satisfactory Horatio N. Palmer. Other frequenters of the
ings to his many friends and thanks them for progress was evidenced. The program:
were*
camp not mentioned by Mr. Thompson
their good will, confidence and liberal patronWatchman’s Song,
1.
Grieg George B. Moore, a witty and versatile writer,
Dexter
months.Low
Lillian
prices
age during the past 12
William
Will o’ the Wisp,
2.
Jungmann for many years editor of The Journal;
at Perry’s Market. Send your address and reAlice Sanborn
who succeeded him as editor
Henry
Simpson,
ceive his price list of meats, fish and grocerChristmas Song,
3.
of The Journal; Jos. Williamson, Belfast’s hisRobert Titherington
ies_Lost an old-fashioned cameo pin with
Behr torian, and many others. No book records
To the Spring's Aurora,
4.
Reward offered-Middlemodern setting.
were Kept, but the writing was done on the
Dana Pattee
aged woman wanted as companion and to do
5.
Spaulding walls and other parts of the camp and when it
Robin, Sing,
light housework.Have your chimneys
Played and sung by Beulah Young
went to decay they were lost.
Duet.
6.
cleaned by Lewis Trundy, Belfast.
Evangeline Larrabee and Miss Stoddard
The Christmas rush at the
Belfast office is
The
National Song,
Christmas at the Girls' Homb.
7.
Grieg
over and the mail was all disposed ot and the
Field
Maud
Christmas tree at the Girls’ Home this year
f
tkmr hod <irri Of! K
Martin naafioln jU.liiroeo^
8.
Gleaming Stars,
was under the auspices of the Universalist
Mary Harrower.
5 P. M
Christmas, but a large arrival of deMr.
Frank
I.
Waltz.
Wilson, super- 9.
Sunday school,and
Guaranteed free from all ehemical preservatives and
layed mail came in the following day, so that
Mona Burgess
intendent, and a special committee composed
the work was not entirely closed until the
artificial coloring. Fresh when smoked.
Weber
10.
Archer,
The.
of Misses Florence Libby, E. Frances Abbott
Dorothy Knox
following afternoon. On Saturday the work was
and Mildred Randall, had the arrangements in 11. Duet, Ballet.
back to normal conditions. It was a case of
Madeline Copeland and Miss Stoddard
charge. Only Miss Libby of the committee
hard work for everyone connected with the
Hanschel & Gretel.
12.
was able to be present at the exercises Dec.
Carrel Parker
office, but each man was anxious to do his best
24th. While a committee was decorating an 13. Melody in F minor,
Grieg to dispose of the largest volume of business
Edna
Curtis
stood
in the center of the
immense tree that
The coastwise sailing craft are hauling up
Chaminade that the office has ever had in a like period of
14.
Arlequine,
LOW
school room the following program was given
time and the results were highly satisfactory to for the winter, mostly at the westward, so that
Marguerite Owen
round steak 23 cts per lb., Pork loin
in the dining room under the direction of Mr. 15. Minuet,
Kuhlau Postmaster Amos F. Carleton, who
highly they will be able to start out early in the 16 Upper
cts.
per lb.. Pork Sausage 13 cts. per lb..
Blanche Jennys
and Mrs. McNeil, superintendent and matron:
all the clerks and carriers,both city and spring. Capt. E. S. McDonald, who has had a Fresh Cod 6 cts.
Behr praises
per lb., Belfast Cured Finnan
16. Farewell from Home,
Remarks by Rev. \. A. Blair; singing “A
rural, who so heartily aided in doing this extra successful season in the schooner Annie B. Haddies 11 cts per lb.. Sugar Cured Bacon 19c.
Doris Patterson
per lb, Smoked Ox Tongues 26c per lb,Sait Pork
Morning Hymn” by the Home chorus, with 17. Johny-jump-up & The Quaker Lady,
work so faithfully and well. Every man seem- Mitchell, has left his vessel in Philadelphia and
12 cts. per lb.. Peanut Butter 13 cts
Miss Katherine C. Quimby at the piano; reciBugbee ed to have the true Christmas spirit,and in the is at his home in this city.
per lb..
Large Queen Olives 39 cts. per quart. Sunny
Played and sung by Charlotte Knowlton
tation, “The Star of Bethlehem,” Alberta Alworkroom
at
all
times
good fellowship prevailed
Monday Soap 4 eta. per bar, 3 Cans Belfast
Gluck
18. Musette,
The port of Bangor is clear of shipping. Corn 25 cts.. Salt Ma kerel 10 cts.
len; recitation, “While Shepherds Watched
Avard Craig
the work went on like a well working machper lb., SalThe sch. Andrew Nebinger, Capt. Mazrall, the mon 9 cts per can, 21 lbs. Sugar $1.00.
their Sheep at Night,” Millie Whitcomb; song, 19. Longing for Home,
Jungmann ine, and the sacks of
with gifts of all
Send us your address and you will receive our
mail^lled
Ethel Hall
last departure, sailed Dec. 21st for New York.
“Shine Out O Star of Bethlehem,” the girls,”
kinds were disposed of and their contents sent
price list of meats, fish and groceries.
20. Forest Concert.
The river has remained open longer than usual
recitation, “Bethlehem,” Georgia Knight; recion their way to fill hundreds of homes with
Doris Clifford
made
their
boats
the
Boston
You
Your
trips
and
“When
regular
Hang
Stockings,Chil- 21. Mazurka Brillante,
Heins joy. Mr. Carleton wishes to
tation,
PERRY’S CASH MARKET
publicly thank
last v eek until storms interrupted. The
Mary Hayes and Miss Stoddard
dren,” Bertha Hannon; Christmas Acrostic, by
BELFAST, MAINE,
each man in the office for his hearty co-opera- there
Dec.
27th.
closed
Saturday
the girlB; dialogue, “The Old Woman Who
tion and faithful work; and the public for its river
In two days last week 11,000 one-cent
Lived in a Shoe.” The old woman part was
uniform good nature while standing in line
stamps
The Journal had a call last Friday from Mr.
were sold
at the Belfast post office—6,000
.excellently taken by Lucy Pendleton, and Berwaiting to have packages rated and mailed, Edward H Kelley of Brewer, editor of Maine
tha Allen did equally well with Santa’s*part,,
and 5,000 Tuesday. That meant 11,Monday
which at times must have been tiresome. A Rural Life, the weekly magazine supplement
while the rest of the girls made merry as the
000 post cards to be handled as
late train, arriving at II instead of 10. a. m
part of the
of the Bangor Daily News, Portland Press and
children. After the program Santa Claus, immixed matters so that the carriers were forced Kennebec Journal.
Last week’s issue con- outgoing mails. The incoming and outgoing
Mr.
F.
I.
rsonated
the
Wilssn, opened
by
p
to deviate from their regular schedules and tained a finely illustrated article on Pearl mails Christnfas week were the heaviest ever
double doors of the school room and revealed a
delayed the delivery at points away from Brook Farm, under the caption of “Growing handled here, the parcel post contributing
wonderful tree that reached to the ceiling and
to the
the office which could not be avoided; but the Tobacco for the All-Maine Cigar,” by Fred- largely to the bulk and adding great'
Santa had no lack of
was laden with gifts.
work of the office. Every employee worked
teams were put on with extra men and the erick F. Sully, Waterville city editor, of the
assistance in distributing'the gifts, and no one
with a will and systematically and the
day afparcels delivered very promptly, being but a Kennebec Journal, The cover illustration is
was forgotten. The gifts included dolls, books,
little behind the letters.
from a photo of the growing crop on Pearl ter Christmas the work of the office was all
t »ys, clothing, candy, nuts, etc., and the recipcleared
up.
Brook Farm. In this connection it may be
ients were all made happy. Of the 21 girl
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl said that the Pearl Brook cigar was a winner
After an exceptionally mild and pleasant
of
the
Home
the
were
inmates
following
presBrook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in from the start and it has been difficult to meet fall winter arrived
last week. When the snow
is just as trying and
ent: Jane Tuttle, Ethel Grindle, Florence McMaine. For sale at all dealers.
the increasing demand.
came the roads were hard and smooth and in
own
Neil, Daisy and Bertha Hannon, Ida, Fern and
important as your
good condition to receive it and runners were
and perhaps more tedious—but
Vergie McDonald, Lena DeLaney, Lucy Penthe rule on and after Thursday. It blew a
dleton, Georgia Knight, Millie W'hitcomb. Effie,
as great?
is her
gale Friday night and while there was no
Silvia and Gladys Thompson, Alberta, Bessie,
Women who are nervous and
damage locally ana Saturday dawned fair and
Iva and Martha Allen. Faustina Condon was
fretful and easily fatigued promptpleasant the storm was very severe all along
spending the day with relatives and Annabel
the coast and on the Jersey coast ten lives
gain strength and natural enFish was ill with the mumps. Among the conwere lost and the
ergy by taking Scott’s T ~'ulsion
property damage is estimattributions may be mentioned a^graphophone and
aftermealsbecause it is
ed at one million dollars.
records from Carle & Jones, a check lrom Hon.

Greetings, and

also returns thanks for

their liberal patronpge for the past

year.

Ralph D. Southworth,
Street,

Belfast,

INSIST ON HAVING

on

n e

no

VT

ires Smoked Cod and Haddock
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The Frenchboro Land & Fisheries Co.
PRICES

Your

Wife's
Work

strength

I
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To Our

ly

9th

THIS WEEK

■peedy recovery.

Many Friends:

essentially

J. P. Taliaferro of Jacksonville, Florida, and
various gifts from Louis Goldberg, C. F.
Thompson, I. L. Perry and the City Drug Store,
all of which are gratefully acknowledged. Mr.
and Mrs. McNeil also wish to extend thanks to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, Rev. and Mrs.
A. A. Blair, Misses Florence Libby and Velma
MitchelLand to Mist Quimby for her assistance
with the program. As in former years Mr.
and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago provided a
bountiful dinner for tlfe inmates of the home
on Christmas Day.
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try

a

Pearl

Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown :n
Maine.

^nourishment—not

a

drug

that

"stupefies or alcohol that stimulates

—there is pure, rich medical
nourishment in every drop which
nature appropriates to enrich the
blood and upbuild the latent
forces of the body.
Probably nothing is more popular
with physicians for just such conditions than Scott's Emulsion.
Avoid substitutes called “wines”,
“extracts” or “active principles”—
they are not cod liver oil.
Insist on ths genuine Scott’s
13-84
AT ^NY DRUG STORE

We

extend

together with
Year will

to
a

you the Season’s Greetings,
most sincere wish that the New

bring happiness

and

prosperity to

Eben F. Littlefield, county attorney, city
clerk, member of the Democratic State committee and of the Waldo cuunty bar, received
a Christmas gift of a handsome clock from his
political friends in appreciation of his faith-

one

and all.

For the good will, confidence and

liberal patronage during
1913—we most

ful party service. It would seem to an out
aider that a watch would have been more ap-

your

as signifying that he is always on the
watch for the interests of his party, but the
gift received assures a good time. The donors
were G. C. Kilgore, E. A. Wilson R. F. Dmn-

propriate

the twelve months—

sincerely thank you.

ton, J. R. Dnnton, Geo. 1. Keating, H. P. Far*
Arthur W.* Leonard, Peter Harmon, Volney Thompson, F. I. Wilson, Selwyn Thompson, Charles Harmon, S. A. Parker, Ralph L.
Cooper and G. G. Abbott.

row,

JAMES H. HOWES.

For sale at all dealers.
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The resolves
their
embraced a list of those “who from
to
attachment
strong and unwavering
a
the state of celibacy—their undeviating
walk in the path of virtue and their genBY AN OJ.D SETTLER
era) affection for the fair sex are Justly
entitled to the confidence, respect and
(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
office of
support of the people for the
Chapter xlvii. (1850.)
hog-reeve." At the head of the list stood
venerable bachelor, Dr.
The fire-fiend commenced his ravages the name of that
of January Hollis Monroe, and at its close that of
the
In
night
this
year.
early
of roots and
25th fire broke out in a wooden building Dr. E. G. Gould, "Professor
the names of
embraced
and
list
The
herbs”.
Edwards
on High street occupied by
Eight
b twenty-three of our townsmen.
Lennan as a clothing store and tailor
neither
where
“they
have
them
of
restaurant.
gone
a
as
Clark
shop and Noah G.
E. marry nor are given in iharriage;” fourThe building, with the entire stock of
occu- teen of them, sooner or later, became
the
and
adjoining,
building
and L.,
those
were entirely the prey of the spoiler, Hymen;
pied bv Robert B. Thomas,
the
of
clear
far
thus
was
kept
who have
consumed. The building first named
and matrimony, and
death
of
N.
clutches
A.
and
Y.
McClintock
owned by J.
are still living in our midst, are BenjaNoyes; the latter by Mr. McClintock.
William H. Simpson,
on the present site of min F. Barker,
stood
both
They
and Lewis Bean.
S.
William
of
Brannigan
the
morning
McClintock’s Block.—On
“The foxes have holes and the birds of
the 9th the house occupied by Joseph
the air have nests,” but those relics of
Meek in the rear of the jail was discovthe noble army of hog-reeves of 1850 are
rewas
ered to be on fire. The furniture
foxes nor birds.
neither
before
fire
the
and
extinguished
moved
The fortunate individuals thus elected
much damage was done to the building.—
fire to office held a meeting for organization
Early in the night of March 5th
the in the week following their election and
at
store
wooden
ihe
in
out
broke
took the oath required in due form.
occunow
southerly end of Phoenix Row,
It was They afterwerds held a festival in the
Co.
and
Prescott
G.
N.
pied by
G. W. hall previously occupied by the Sons of
store

Annals of Belfast for Half

Century.

occupied

by

dry-goods

as a

alMoulton, whose stock of goods was
The
water.
and
fire
most destroyed by
secon.d story was occupied by our fellowcitizen, Mr. n-. ^. muon,
shop; his stock was considerably damaged by water. The building, owned by
Alden and Crosby, was not seriously inmidnight of March 20th a

®

jured.—About

small house on Cobbett’s Lane, owned

by

Joseph McDonald and occupied by John
G. Small, was wholly consumed.—In the
evening of April 19th a barn owned by
Mrs. Thomas Cunningham in the rear of
her dwelling house on High street, which
stood

on

the site of the stores now occu-

pied by Francis Whitmore and F. B.

Knowlton, was burned.—About three
o’clock in the morning of the 27th the
Farmer’s House, Josiah N. White, landlord, was discovered to be on fire in the
attic and was burned to the ground; the
furniture in the house was mostly saved.
—In the evening of May 23d a barn
about a mile from the village, owned by
Dr. Hollis Monroe, was burned with its
contents, about rwenty-five tons of hay.
Early in January William Rust, Esq.,
was appointed sheriff of the county, succeeding James Y. McClintock, and Henof Probate,
ry W. Cunningham, Register
succeeding Charles Palmer. Mr. Cun-

ningham accepted the appointment of
Deputy and Jailor under Sheriff Rust,
and Mr. Palmer was reappointed Regis-

judges of good fences.”

mi

Church by Rev.

iLR»lSo^ih>soT
officiated
as

Old town; Rev. Dr. Palfty

Chaplain, and' the Declaration

was

by Mr. William O. Phots There

read

Afi ROCKLAND

SEES IT.

What to Said of the Trade Down Eggemogglo Reach.

FbrColds,Sore Throat,

RRESTON’S

f

ror

dinner in the grave, known fora dismerly as McFarland’s Grove, and
of fireworks in the evening near the

Is situated on Washington street just o3 Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboard*. etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age Issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2. house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

public
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the vessels launched this year
were the ship John W. White of about
550 tons burthen, the Kate Anderson of

Among

***
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Contracts

of

PROBATE NOTICES.

operations—the
N.

White

full costume of the Ancient Druids, upon
seventy ox-horns as used by the Priests

from this District, lecturThe Lyceum was reorganized in November, and the first lecture
before it was by Prof. Shepard of Ban-

of Old

as

a.delegate

ed

on

Peace.

was

Britain.”

here in

The Kilmiste Family
the “American

September,
November,

Haraden

Acer

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
in The Republished three weeks -uccesstvely
publican Journal, publhl -d at Belfast, that they

D.

Field;

the first occupant in the second story was the late Phineas P. Quimby. Mr. McClintock also built his block

and in the even- at the intersection of Main and High
Ole Bull” in
ing ot December 20th Ossian E. Dodge streets. The first occupant of the corunique, and ner store, now occupied by Richard H.
on Read- gave one of his “chaste,
gor, on the 13th of December,
at Moody, was the late Samuel Haynes,
entertainments!’
musical
fashionable
lecing. It was found difficult to procure
druggist and apothecary. The store
turers from a distance because, as more City Hall.
the radi- next below' it was occupied as a restaurstill
thee
"Alhambra!—round
was
lingers
whom
those
to
of
thar one
application
ance
ant by Isaac Clark Jr. Messrs. William
made, replied: “I see no railroad to your Of josaunce and loves gentle dilliance.”
T. Colburn and Isaac Allard were the
at the
of
the
Journal
editor
The
place.”
The Alhambra Saloon was opened to first occupants of the
premises they still
time hazarded the prediction that “but a
the
public on the 30th of April at 10 occupy. It is doubtful whether Mac
few years will elapse before the reply
o’clock A. M. with a free entertainment fully realizes the blessing they have
will be: “I see you have a railroad to
at No. 3 Granite Block, Main street; the been to him.
In the second story was
there
in
one
can
reach
day
Belfast and I
premises are now occupied by Wadlin the office of Solyman Heath, Esq., the
from Boston.” It required only twenty
and Merrill. One of its apartments styl- news-room of The
Republican Journal,
years to fulfil the prediction!
ed the ladies’ saloon was opened with a and
Hoyt’s shaving and hairdressing saIndians
of
gave
A company
Ojibway
similar attraction on the 11th of July. loon. The whole of the third
story was
two exhibitions illustrative of the manIt was a restaurant, fitted up and conJournal.
The
occupied
by
Republican
and customs of their tribe, at ducted on a scale
ners
altogether too large for The fourth story was finished as a hall,to
in
Hall
January.
Washington
this latitude; far better adapted in diwhich the name of City Hall was given;
The first steamer of the season was mensions and surroundings to a city such
it was a great advance on any of the
came
she
Martin Cross, foras Boston then was.
the Admiral, Capt. Hutchins;
public hallB we had ever had and the enearly in March and left the route early merly of the Phoenix House, was its proterprise of its projector and proprietor
Govthe
followed
was
She
by
in April.
prietor. The column of “Fancy Drinks” was duly appreciated. It was painted
of March.
on its Bill of Fare embraced thirty-three
ernor, Capt. Rogers, on the 23d
in fresco the next year and a large teleThe new steamer Boston, Capt. Sanford, varieties! The flavor of the largest
made her first appearance here on the
10th of April. The steamer S. B. WheelA. Michiner, arrived for the
er,

Capt.

first time in April to go on the route between this place and St. Johns; she was
sold the next month to go to California.
The Lawrence, Capt. Deering, came on
to ply between this place and
Ellsworth, in place of the Secor. In the
latter part of December the steamer

in May

CrortIp

r.unt

Deprino'.

appearance here; she

made her first
was

a

celebrity

from the fact of her connection with the
famous Lopez Expedition, and was in-

tended to

run

through the winter.

At the annual spring

meeting,

March

por-

tion of them is unknown, probably, to
the palates of these days; the method of

compounding
lost

arts.

them

Here

numbered with the

are

a

few specimen

bricks from the edifice: Belfast

oldest of us will doubtless remember the
eccentric individual who, with a friend,
undertook to go through the list in regular order, appropriating one for each day
in succession, and who differing in opinion after several days labor as to the
drink at which they had arrived at the

18th, Prescott Hazeltine, James Gam- previous day, “to prevent any mistake
and Abram N. Noyes were chosen in the matter went back and began
Selectmen, Joseph Wheeler, Clerk, and again.”
In the month of May occurred one of
Daniel Haradan, Treasurer. The monies
raised for schools were $2500.00, for sup- the heaviest freBhets ever known here.
for I In the night of the 24th the rain
began
port of paupers and insane $1000.00,
incidental expenses-$1000.00, for payment to fall in torrents and continued with

and

bridges.

Ralph C. Johnson, Hugh

J. Anderson, Thomas Marshall, James
White and William G. Crosby were apdraft a City
pointed a committee to

the
Charter, procure its enactment by
Legislature, and report at the Septemof
ber meeting the comparative expense
A charter
a city and town government.
session of the
was procured at the next
the 17th of
legislature; it was approved
August.

PreamThe introduction oi a certain
unanimous
bie and Resolves and their
meeting
adoption at the above annual
Prior to
afforded no little merriment.
custom for
this time it had been the
as field-drivers, or
select
to
many years
our townsmen who
hog-reeves, those of
had commitduring the year preceeding
after
The
preamble,
matrimony.
ted
referring to the uniform custom, proit had been
ceeded to set |orth “that
of
and
productive
be
to
injudicious
found
men are prone to
evil; because married
and qre ba
break out of the pasture,

year was

slight

interruptions

until

the

27th.

Market street, below the Phoenix House,
was badly washed and gullied.
Four

bridges

on

river were

the

western branch of our
carried away; that at City

partially destroyed. Two
buildings at Gardner’s tannery at the
Head of the Tide were swept off; the
main works were in imminent danger
and would have shared the same fate,
probably, had not the river suddenly
changed its course, completely insulating
the tannery and making a chasm across
the road at a point where the water was
never known to flow before. The bridge
Point

was

at Robbins’ mill on Little River was car-

ried away. The damage done in other
sections of the county, and State, was
far greater.
A new military company, called the
Belfast Rifle Company, was organized on
the 24th of June by the choice of Levi R.
Wing, Captain; John B. Wadlin, 1st
Lieut, and Noah G. Clark, 2nd Lieut
Fourth of July was celebrated under
the auspices of the Sops of Temperance.
An oration was delivered at the Unitari-

forty-two.

Discovery Comes After 3000

Smasher,
Bangor Smasher, Capt. Sutter’s Extra,
Portland Fancy, Boston Tod, Thomaston
Breakdown, Stonewall, Floater, ConvivBuffalo
lality Cocktail, Bumbo! Some of the

mons

of debts $1500.00, for engine purposes
$150.00, and $1000.00 for repair of roads

scope was placed in the cupola.
The number of deaths in town this

Years.

THE SCHOONER REGINA.

Recently

Added to the Fleet ol

Capt.

Tom.

Nicholson.

Ending

a

glorious

career

as

haddocker,

salt banker, hand liner and seiner, the
schooner

Regina

now

owned by Capt.

T. M. Nicholson of Bucksport has been
relegated to the ranks of a potato hook-

foreign. When schooners grow
may expect them to be put into
But the Regmost any plebeian trade.
ina isn’t old, only 12 years since she
took her baptismal dip, and a fishing
schooner of 111 tons net like the 115-foot
Regina is good for a century with decent
er, bound

old,

one

of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-eighth
day of May, 1907, and recorded in the Registry
of Deeds, in the County of Waldo, in Book 279,
a
Page 496, conveyed to me t e undersigned,
certain parcel of real estate situated in said
described
as
of
W'aldo,
said
County
Waldo, in
follows, to wit; ‘‘A certain lot or parcel of
land situate in said W aldo and being lot No. 12,
in said Town of Waldo, and the same premises
L.
conveyed by John h. Logan to Charles
Bicknell and Joseph K. Ellis, by his deed dated
in
Waldo
recorded
and
1906,
December 17,
County Registry of Heeds, in Book 286, Page
lit, and the same conveyed to me this day by
the said Charles E. Bicknell and Joseph E.
Ellis, to which deeds reference is hereby made
more particular description of said premfor
ises-” and whereas the condition of said mort-

CHARLES E. BICKNELL.
November 28, 1913.

and crew of South Boston cracks of the
red shirt type, and will be sorry to see
Shea gathered about him
the vessel go.

U UUY»U U1

bivuiv-o,

J

|/ujb*vm.v

devoid of fear. Most of the
schooner’s men have fished in Irish
a

giant and

waters, where they flippantly snapped
at gales and managed always to

fingers

scramble safely up the ledges.
The Regina has brought in tremendous
fares and her earnings were enormous,
shared by the crew, who talked buying
houses with the surplus. One always
knew when the Regina was at T wharf
in Boston by the fine clothes her men

donned, veritable Beau Brummels, who
leaned toward neckties kissed with
green and complacently puffed T.,D.’s.
And the Regina’s forecastle was redolent of days when members of the crew
fished from T wharf in quaint little Gal-

ncii’r Notice

of Sale.

in the town of
Unpaid taxes on land situated
Swanville, in the County of Waldo, for the

1913.
following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of Swanville for the year 1913. committed to me for
collection for said tow n on the 24th day of May.
remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that
if said taxes interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
due therefor,
as is sufficient to pay the amount
including interest and charges, will be sold at
office
in said town,
the
Clerk’s
public auction at
of February, 1914, at nine
on the first Monday
o’clock a. m.:
Oak Hill Granite Co. Land bounded on N. by
land formerly of E. S. Knowlton and F. 0.
Seeking; E. by land of E. C. Peavey, F. O. Seekins, D W. Billings estate and county road; S.
bv land formerlj of J. W. Harvey and J. C.
Knowlton; W. by Waldo town line. Tax, $56 00.
ALFRED W. CURTIS. Collector.
R. F. D. 2. Belfast.
Swanville, December 20, 1913.—3w62
year

THE

could paint,
House Takes
with reefing bowsprits and iron tillers,
Castor Oil.
lumbered with nets in which perch were
s
caught off the Brewster ledges.
In the days before fishing by steam
Since the earliest days of medicine
taxes on lands situated in the town of
the Regina was the pride of the fleet and Unpaid
Lincoln ville, in the county of Waldo, for the
chemists have been trying to take the the crew
jumped at an opportunity to
year 1913.
she could show her heels to the fleet.
taste out of castor oil.
The following list of taxes on real estate of
he did, too, quite often. One of her non-resident owners in the town of LincolnThe secret has at last been discovered
to me for
passages from Georges is written in his- ville, for the year 1913, committed
collection for said town on the 23d day of June,
by Spencer Kellogg & Sons of Buffalo, tory as a dare devil achievement. The
and notice is hereby given that
remain
unpaid
for
hurricane
vessel fought a northwest
who are among the largest producers more than 100 miles, wind dead in her if said taxes, interest and charges are not
much of the real estate taxed
Hour previously paid,so
and refiners of vegetable oils in the teeth and mercury below zero.
as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
after hour Shea and his huskies drove including interest and charges, will be sold at
world. They have removed the castor her toward market, never flinching public auction at the Town House in said town
oil taste, and smell, too, purifying the when great seas deluged the decks and on the first Monday of February, 1914, at nine
the Regina dove under the green comb- o’clock a. m.
oil and making it better and more effecHoratio Ciark. Land and buildings bounders
as if she might keep straight on
ed N. W. by land of Ephraim Knight; N. E. by
tive. Nothing is added to it, nothing
going for the port of missing ships.
land of E. L. Hills and wife; S. E. by land of
good taken out of it.
Along came T. M. Nicholson of Bucks- M. H. Cilley; S. W. by land of H. A. Dean; No.
exchange of range 50; No. of acres, 74; amount of taxes,
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is taste- port, with a wad of money inowns
many $10.80.
for the schooner. Nicholson
less in the true sense. Even children
vessels employed in the fishing industry
Peavey & Ghentner. Woodland,bounded onN.
of A. F. Hahn; N. E. by old Gideon
take it easily, for all the nauseating ef- and knows the
reputation of most every- W. by land
road; S. E. by land of E. E. Carver; S.
Young
a
fect is removed.
thing afloat. This time he wanted
W. by road leading by the homestead of Rose
Sold now at all drug stores in 25c and staunch schooner for the potato trade M. Richards. No. of acres, 40. Amt. of taxes
between Stockton.Savannah andHavana. due, $2.40.
50c sizes. Ask for Kellogg’s Tasteless
Steamboat Wharf Lot, bounded N. W. and
Castor Oil by name, for there are several
N. E. by lands of W. L. Hallett; S. E. by PenWonderful Cough Remedy.
obscot Bay; S. W. by land of P. K. Frohock.
preparations of castor oil, mixed and
New Discovery is known every- Amt. of taxes due, $4.80.
Dr.
flavored, which are not tasteless and do where King’s
a
W. J. Rowling. Field, bounded on South by
will
stop
surely
which
as the remedy
not act as well.
Tenn., road leading from Lincoln ville Ctr. to Wiley’s
cough or cold. D. P. Lawson of Eidson,
on East by land of Mrs. Philip MarriThe public is protected by the trade writes: "Dr. King’s new Discovery is the most Corner;
ner; on .West by land of F. E. Wiley; on the
and
the
lung North by land of F. E. Wiley. No. of acres,
mark, a green castor leaf, bearing
wonderful cough, cold and throat
Amt. of taxes due, $1.68.
t be 7.
medicine I ever sold in my store. It can
signature, Kellogg’s.
the Taste

Out of way luggers, black

as tar

Collector Notice of Sale.

grove

Heirs of Andrew Tarbel.

House and*lot,

at all. It
only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons, beat. It Bells without any trouble because bounded N. W. by land of J. F. French; N. E.
true,
is
This
needs
no
guarantee."
by land of M. ,E. Drinkwater; S. E. by PenobInc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vegeDr. King’s New Discovery will relieve the scot Bay; S. W. by road and land of E. E. Cartable oils.
ver.
No. of lot, 60. No. of range, 20. No. of
most obstinate of coughs and colds. Lung
acres, 1 1-2. Amt. of tax due, $6.32.
should
You
use.
its
troubles quickly helped by
A. M. ROSS,
for all Collector of Taxes of the town of Lincolnville.
keep a bottle in the house at all times

Made

IA
CASTOR
ChiUron.
Tot Infants
*nl'

Tla KM YoiHan Always Bought

the members of the family,
All Druggists or by mail.

f®®- an® tl-®®>

NOTICE

H. E. Bucklen $L Co. Philadelphia or St Louis

“1 suffered habitually from .constipation.
Doan’s Regulate relieved and strengthened the
bowels so that they have been regular ever

lines."—E. Davis, Grocer, Sulpher Springs,
fexas.

TO SUFFERERS FROM RHEUMATISM
Rumat may be obtained of Mra. Edwin S
Bowker, No. 1 Bayview street, during my abMRS. CHAS. F. SHAW.

sence.

Imo60p

!

Ala Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of Decemner, A. 1). 1913.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mark E. Lusher, late
of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been preseuted'for probate.

A

Order* d. That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to lie
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within ami I or said County, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIB BY,'Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

me

neiiast, within and
the 9th day of

on

WAKDWELL, administrator of
oi

esiaie

mcivme

a.

jviuuer,

laie

or

HxRRY

<ie_

•:

Oidered.
given
teP’Med by causing a cop' <>r this rder to be
m
Tile Republished three weeks su cessively
publican Journal, published at Belfa-t, that they
mav appear at a » rebate Court. to be held at
Beuast, within and for said County. -u tlie sec<i
of ilie
ond Tuesday of January next, at
nock before noon, and show cause, u any tlu-y
be
should
not
the
same
;oved,
aphave, why
proved and allowed.
JAA.ES UR! Y. Judge.
A tine copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. LEONARD. 1 gister.

AL1>U ^h.—in Court ot
j Ilf
ri fast, oo 'lie 9th day

Probate, held at Hel-

of December, 1913,
Dumou, executor of the will ol Bertha
a. Davis, hue ot j.elfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first ami final account
of.admiiiistr. tionof said estate for allowance.
Ordered, Thai notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Robert F.

that all persons interested ma\ attend at a Probate Court, to be hehl at Belfast, "ii the 13th day
of January next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES EIbBV, Juuge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, v. thin and
tor the County oi Wahi -. on the sec 1 Tuesoay of December, a. D .913.
*
certain instrument, purporting to 1 the last
\XJ A MX) 8S.—In Court of Probate, held at BeiA will and testament <*! Andrew s. 1 dleton. i VV fast, on the 9|li day of December, 1913.
late e» Searsport, in said Comity ol " do, de- j Clifford .1. Puttee, administrator ou the estate ot
John Blake, late of Searsport, in said County,
ceased, having been presented tor probat'-.
deceased, having present! d his first and final
ns in
Oroered, That notice be given to all |
account
of administration ot said estate for alto
ore
lio
J
terested by causing a copy of liiis
lowance.
weeks successively in I e Rethree
publishen
;<r
I
ti
at
Belfast,
they
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
publican Journal, published
Id at
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
mm appear at a Probate court, to be
1
the
second
a
and
tor
on
within
said
County,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Belfast,
Tuesday ol January next, at ten of tin lock that ad persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, o.i the 13th
befon noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved ;lay of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
and al owed.
JAMES LIBBY, Jt ge.
; Hilo wed.
JAMES l.IBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard, Kegi-i r.
J
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

At

a’

now therefore, by reagage has been broken,
thereof 1
son of the breach of the condition
said
of
mortgage.
a
foreclosure
claim

care.

Frequenters of T wharf in Boston,
couple the Regina with Capt. Jerry Shea

j

The Rethat they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and" snow cause if’any. they have
w hy the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. A ttest:
Arthur w. Leonard. Register.

At a Pn bate Court hem at Belfast, within and
for the County oi Waldo, on the 9th day of
December, a. D. 1913.
W. CHAPMAN, guardian ol Donald
I. Patten, minor son of r red H. Patten, late
of Northport, in said County of vx aldo. deceased, having presented a petition praying for »
license to sell and convey certain reai estate
situated in Lincolnville, in said County, aud
scribed in said petition at public or private Sale*
for the benefit of said minor.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give uotice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at i-eltast, within and for
said County, ou the 13th day of January, A. D.
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, it any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy
Attest:
Arthur XX. Leonard, Kegistei.

terested

WHEREAS,
County

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be

published three weeks successively in
publican Journal, published at Belfast,

of debts and cost of administration.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotice
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weens successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 13th day ot January, a. I).
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

its

and son and the late Charles

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Iasi will and testament of Angeiine M. Carlate of bear sport, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for^robate.

Beverly, in the County of Essex, in the state of
Massachusetts, deceased, having presented a
petition praying lor a license to Sell and couvey
certain real estate situated in Lincolnvllie, in
said County of Waldo, described in said petition, at public or private sale, lor the payment

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the ( ounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 1913.
tail instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament -1 Lewis n. Minch, late
of Freedom, iu said County of W aldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

tr

from the World’s Peace Convention at
r.nrmcmt wVliph hp flttpnHpH

«

Aftr

ver.
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Ul uiu uaiiu
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CASTING

Aihambra—Mr.

became

frn

Ala Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
December, A. D. li-13.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Hr the county of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. |>. 1913.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Jonah vr. Vaughan,
late of Belfast, in sain County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
Ordeied. That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said ('ounty, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES JJ BBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR \v. Leonard, Register.

Josiah ready know:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
proprietor, and Hampden Highlands, Me.
We have reopened the foundry on Front Tuesday of January next.i at ten oi the clock
Atwood’s
“L.
F.”
refurbefore iioon. and show cause, if any they have,
“Have used your
the bark P. R. Hazeltine, having thoroughly repaired and
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R. why the same should not be pi< ved, approved
Mr. Springer gave several lectures at about 196 tons,
We
more than 20 years.
under
for
nished
it
to
ihe
Medicine
it
iron
moulder,
an
opened
public
Casteand allowed.
LEADBETTER,
experienced
the schooners Franklin, 86,
the Court-house on Astronomy in the 400,
J A M Eh LIBBY, Judge.
consider it nearly as necessary as our have a large stock of patterns, and are pre82. the name of the Belfast Hotel.
Jane
F.
Otis,
173,
Attest:
Patterson,
A true copy.
76,
lene,
winter, and in April Dr. H. G. Darling
W.
reasonLeonard. Register.
at
Arthur
and
The brick block at the intersection of food.”
pared to fill all orders promptly
There were several concerts, or “mu30tf
gave several on Biology and PschycoloH.
Whitcomb.
able
C.
Mrs.
the
in
which
and
Church
prices.
Main
(Signed)
streets,
the
Unitarian
sical rehearsals,” at
a
At a Probate Court held at Belt .>t, withm and
gy; in November Mr. Spencer gave
for the t ounty of V aldo. on the -econd Tuesoffice of the Belfast Savings Bank is now Get This Necessity of Healthy Life
CO. day
Mr. S. F. Church in the months of March and
MACHINE
&
of December, A. 1). 1913.
FOUNDRY
course on the same topics.
BELFAST
was built this year by
the late
Today.
here
in
kept,
were
The
Harmoneans
he the last
a certain instrument, purporting
Green lectured in June on the Cultiva- April.
Dealer.
Cents—Your
Bottle—35
will
and testament o! Marieti Park, lare
Big
and
The
A
Haraden
Daniel
Haraden.
John
All
FORECLOSURE.
OF
NOTICE
tion of Memory, and in December Rev. dUiy.
of Sear.M" rt. in said County of W d<>, deceas
Mail.
FREE
Sample by
ed. having been presented
proba
several instrumental concerts, “in the first occupants of the stores were John
Henry Wilson, of W aldo, in th<r
J. W. Hanson, who had just returned
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO. Portland. Me.
to al, pet sonsinThat notice be
ter.
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At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Walno. on the second Tuesday oi December, A. D. 1918.
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LET US

England

*

John W. Doe of Eden in the
Hancock and State of Maine, |
by his mortgage deed dated the eighteenth day
of November A. L) 1908, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds. Book 285,
Page 838, conveyed to me, the undersigned, !
one undivided half of a certain lot or parcel of
land, with nuildings thereon, situated in Belfast in said County of Waldo, snd bounded and j
described as follows, to wit:-Beginning at ai
a take in the west line of Cedar Street, six rods |
southerly from (drove Street in corner of land
formerly of William M. Rust; thence by said
Rust’s land south fifty-six degrees west ten I
rods to Charles Street; thence south thirty- j
four degrees east by said Charles Street six
rods and twenty links to a stake; thence north-!
eastwardk parallel with said Ruat’a line ten |
rods to Ce’iiat Street; thence northwestwardly
by said Cedar Street six rods and twenty
links to th. place of beginning, containing
sixty-eight square rods, more or less; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been brosen, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twelfth dav of Lecember A. D.
1913
RALPH O. CRITCHETT.
3w51
D. & M.

County

>

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

s-u-isxi-tfLpiJL*

ll/HEREAS.
■V

KILN WOOD

Mr. Martin Cross having relinquished
Mrs. Whitcomb’s letter simply conthe Phoenix House for a wider field of firms what thousands of other folks al-

THE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE-

OF LIFE.

Given under the broad seal March 19, 1860.
BENEDICT, the Virtuous!

They will tall you to use El FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
jn the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON ft HALL BELFAST AUENTS.

{
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j

LET YOUR OROP8 DECIDE mol
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WHAT
BETTER
PRESENT

We ars

& Transient Stable

Livery, Boarding

Aches,
Croup,
(Rockland Courier-Gazette.]
Pains and Wounds,
Councilman Henry A. Atperin has re?
turned from • trip to the eastward,
among the islands, where he went as a
play
representative from the Chamber of
Academy.
trade for Rockland.
President Taylor died on the 9tb;intel- Commerce to solicit
ANODYNE
He visited South Brooksville, North
ligence of the event reached here about Brooksville, Brooksville, Sargentville,
next
Sedgwick and North Deer Isle, where he
eight o'clock in the morning of the
heart talk with the peoday. At noon thirty minute guns were had a heart to most
He was
courteously received
fired on the Common, the bells of the ple. waa assured
and
by many that Rockland
is the never-failing
and
flags would be the islanders1 favorite shopseveral churches were tolled,
remedy: Keep it in your
were displayed at half-mast on the ship- ping place. To The Courier-Gazette rehome and be ready for
he
said:
at
various
and
porter
harbor
places
ping in the
both internal and exmerchants of Eggethat
the
i
"I
find
at
was
noticed
in the village. The event
ternal ills.
tnoggin Reach are dissatisfied, with the
several of our churches on the Sabbath campaign that the Belfast business men
to
and
IN USE 103 YEARS s
in
their
endeavor
discourses
have
been
waging
following by appropriate
Belsecure business from that section.
services.
25c and 50c everywhere
religious
fast has sent several representatives
There was a Circus here on the 27th; down that way, making a sort of house
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Ine.
its only distinguishing feature was the to house canvas, and offering all kinds
1
■•(ton, M«M.
t
of pipes of merchandise at prices equal almost to
a
wilderness
Appollonicon;
local merchants of course
wholesale.
The
called
sounds
which generated various
claim this to be unfair and say to the
music in the bills; it must have been of Belfast Wholesalers, “you have either
the kind referred to as having “charms got to stop selling to individuals at
shall buy our goods
to soothe the savage breast”; it certain- wholesale or else we
elsewhere.”
influence
soothing
no
had
peculiarly
ly
Several of the wholesale houses of
on our good people.
Belfast have written their respective
At the annual fall meeting, September customers, stating that from now on a
put to this; but neverthe9th, the votes for Governor were for stop would beinterested
in the steamer
less parties
Crosby, Whig, 368, for Hubbard, Demo. Tremont take orders for numerous artiS.
Free
11,
for
Soil,
Joseph
at wholesale
Belfast
Talbot,
302,
cles, buy them in
the store Noyes, Demo., was elected Representa- prices and deliver them to the individuals
ot
attic
the
in
Temperance,
for same plus only the freight charges.
Can
make a High School Pupil at this
A tive to the legislature.
now occupied by the Messrs. Howes.
The local merchants resent this, and are time you
than a 15-volume set of American Enfourth
of
Octoof
the
In the evening
elsetheir
baked boar’s head of the largest dimengoods
consequently buying
cyclopedias or » Webster Encyclopedia DicW. Carey, about twenty where. So that I feel safe in saying tionary—HALF PRICE-used very little.
sions, with an enormous cucumber in his ber, George
more in wholesale
Address
years of age, who was here on business that Belfast is losing
H. T. F., JOURNAL OFFICE.
the sohouse in Boston, was business than could be offset by
the table. An address was delivered on for a mercantile
called retail business it is securing.
at the American
the occasion by William H. Simpson,now found dead in his room
“In my interviews with merchants all
suicide by cutalong the line I found the sentiment aleditor of the Journal, and a poem by his House, having committed
most wholly in favor of Rockland, with
with a razor.
predecessor, the late George B. Moore; ting his throat
a
universal desire that the steamer
sothe
of
Fair
annual
The
afagricultural
a few couplets from the latter may
for
Catherine be continued permanently
tenth.
ford some idea of the nature and tenor ciety was held on the ninth and
through the winter. My interviews in
On the evening of the 9th an address nearly every case were with the proof both.
and not their clerks
was delivered before the Society at the prietors themselves
“Hogreeves of Belfast!—listen to my lay,
or representatives so that the sentiment
Ye Hogarths and Pugmalions of the day!
Unitarian Church by Rev. William A. I found
In behalf of the
was direct.
No longer wear the bare-legged Muses clog.
Drew of Augusta.
Chamber of Commerce I invited them to
Dismount from Pigasus and mount the Hog!
The annuAl meeting of the SchoolCom- call upon us anytime they were in our
No longer idly seek the Golden Fleece.
Unsheath your shining blades and go for mittee was held at the Court-house on city and assured them of the chamber’s
Greece!”
in any mutual relations.”
the 23d and Rev. Edward Freeman of cooperation
A commission was issued to each offiCamden was elected member of the Board
cer elect of which the following is a fac
The
of Education for this county.
simile:
Teacher’s Institute commenced its annuIN THE NAME OF THE STATE!
For 1614 delivery.
on the
To---GRUNTING. al session on the 22d and closed
A.
Dexter
Write for prices.
Messrs.
is
2d
of
November.
and
at
the
instincts
The right medicine
right time,
Reposing special trust in your
animosities, you are empowered to comprehend Hawkins and William H. Seavy com- as much a necessity as food, shelter or
all vagrant HOGS, great and small, quadruped,
The clothes. Perhaps more so.
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME GO.,
biped, and Btriped, and commit them to durance posed the board of Instruction.
vile, or like our great prototype, drive the lat- session was held in City Hall; it was the
In its 60 years of relieving stomach
Behold at once the
ter down a steep place!
4w5l
ROCKLAND. MAINE.
was occupied for any troubles, remedying constipation and bilobject and emblem of your high and august first time the hall
and
duties. Arm for the conflict, and down with
and
aprestoring strength
iousness,
public purpose.
the Bores, be your motto.
A Panorama of the Kennebec river petite, “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine has
Fail not, but accumulate grease, and gather
wool, and your children (!!) shall bristle up was on exhibition at the same place in become practically a necessity of New
and call you great!!!
life.
the month of November.
was a

At

probate Court, held at

a

Belfast,

»>

itn.

u.d
SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 9th day of December, 1913.
E, M. Griffin, administratrix, with the will
mnexed, on the estate ot Aim i., McGtlvery,
ate of
Searsport. in said County, deceased,
laving presented her first and final account of
ulministralion of said estate for allowance.
ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all pel sous interested may attend at a Prorate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 13th day
>i
January next, and show cause, it any they
lave, wiiy the said account should not be allowid.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

\ITALDO
li

December, a. D. 1913.
M.
a. FORD, daughter of Susa
b >rd late of winterport. m *aid i*oun:> of
>n
Halil ', deceased,* having presented a pel
t,
praying t at she, Esther A. Ford of Winter
I*
may e appointed administratrix of the* e
gi said deceased.
On eri d. That the said petitioner give note o
all person** interested by causing a copy ot 1 •
order tc l»e pmdished three weeks successiv y j
in Tin Republican .Journal, a newspaper publi
ed at Be last, that they may appear at a Profundi
•
Court, t<- be held at Belfast, within and for
County, >n the iSthday of January, a. 1). 191
u
at ten <>f the clock before noon, and sin
cause, ii auythey have, why tm prayer of
petitioner should not be granted.
Ja.viES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \v. Leonard. Register.

Jlara

ESTHER

1

The subDM 1N IsTRATK1 X’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
duly appointed administratrix, with the
rili annexed, of the estate of
a

teen

88—In Court ot Probate, held at He
fast, on the 9th day of December, 1913.
Leslie B Gardner, administrator on the esta<
Bradford P Gardner,! ate of Helfast.in said Connty, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for al-

WALDO

STAPLES, late of Stockti n
Springs,
County ot Waldo, deceased, and given
1 n the as
the law directs. All persons having de►cuds
;

FRANCIS M.

\

!|

the estate of said deceased are
same lor settlement, and
are requested to make pay-

lowance.

o

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tb c
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published iu Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pi
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13;h
day of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be

ted thereto
med lately.

allowed

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

1ITALD<> SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at BelfM-t, on the 9tb dajfeof December, 1913.
yi
Hubert K- Duuton, trustee on the estate William
Holt, laic of Helfast.in said county, deceased.
Having presented his third account as trustee of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
.......i?

.•

w

vkIv

in

Thu

U..IU'liliiviii .Iminml

published iu Belfast, in said County,
iicwsi1
lhat h1» persons interested may atteim at a Pro
C' 'i' t 10 be
held at Belfast, on the 13th
hale
[jay of Ianuary next, and show cause, if any
they li. e. why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
ArtHiu: w. Leonard, Register*
«

The subINI ST RA'l iua o NOTICE.
sc Per hereby gives notice that she has
been duty appointed administratrix of the es-

Af>M

tate ol
CH ARLES t. WOOD, late of Palermo,
in the ( ounty or Waldo, deceased, and given
bond* :<s the ,aw direc s. All person- having
demand' against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same lor settlement,
and ail indebted thereto are requested to make

pa,mem immediately.

GREEIjY.
Pill (lino, November 11,191S.-3W48

1

present the

December

INEZ M. DECROW.

9, 1913.

TOR’S NOTICE. wThe subscriber hereives notice that he has been duly apxeeutor of the last will and testament

Iianst

ill A G. NORTON, iate of Liberty,
oiinty of Waldo, deceased. All persons
emands against the estate of said dere desired t»* present the same for serano all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
WILLIS d, GREELY.
December 9, 1913.
The
subscriber
'IRIX’S NOTICE.
•y gives notice that she lias be« n duly
l executiix of the last w ill and testa-

PLUMMER, late of Searsport,
Waldo, deceased, and given
Ail persons having
the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased
3d to present the same for settlement,
idebted thereto are requested to make
Y C.

aunty of

immediately.
MILL1CENT NICHOLS,
rt, December 9,1913.—3w52

ME]
for tl

2mo5(

inted!
D to learn the auto business
ge and prepare to fill positions
Write at once stating age.
MAINE AUTO CO.
or St. Garage, Portland. Me.

””

ADM

er

lMSTBATOK’S NOTICE. The subscribhereby gives notice that lie has been duly
administrator of the estate of

OTICE

appointed

JOsEl’H BEAN, late of Stockton Springs,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the eatate of said deceaeed are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto ar« requested to make payment immediately,
CLIFFORD J- PATTEE.
Belfast. December 9,1918.

Th<
reque

ing

ai

them
cities
and fa
Belfast,

lealth of Belfast respectfully
licians and all persons knowi cases of small pox to report
Belfast has no cases, but some
5, we understand, have. Unite
eping it out.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
her 24,1918.—52
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Important Happenings of 1913
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UFBSAVER8’ RECOKD.

total of t,7-*3 casualties at
sea during tbe fiscal year ending June
30th last, the highest in the history of
the lifesaving service, only 09 vessels
were lost and 73 persons wet*e drowned,
according to the annual report of S. I.
Kimball, general superintendent of the
service, which has just been made public. Through the efforts of the service
vessels and their cargoes valued at $13,Out of

860,000

a

were

J

—I

/ ;

The* (in that •olid, elastic,
springy feeling to be obtained only

the best materials, manufactured in the beet manner.
from

Goodyear Glove Rnbbera
made in all styles and elms but
only one grade—the BEST.
are

The crews of the

saved.

with.the assistance of revenue
cutters and wrecking vessels, assisted
1,364 vessels, valued, with their cargoes,
at $6,033,000, and carrying 5,168 persons.
The crews also warned 182 vessels that were running into dangers,
practically all of this work being done
at night. It also extended aid to 288
vessels by furnishing emergency pilots, i
carrying persons to and from ships to
shore, and caring for injured officers and
men.
Of the total of accidents, small
and undocumented, motor boats comprise 68 per cent, more than two thirds
of all the persons exposed to danger
from the sea being on board this class of
craft. The danger in unskilled handling
of small pleasure craft thus is shown to
be excessive.

service,

JEjhwuhIu mm

jjptRTft
ASSUME]
1 POWER r~

mil
K-^Mr^r-AJSoJPI^pL.:
REAPS MESSftGtT

BELFASf, MaINE
FRANKFORT.
The beautiful home of Mr and Mrs. George
C. Ward was the scene of gay festivity or
Christmas day, when they entertained at din-

BELFAST and
BURNHAM.

large family party. At 2.30 the |
guests, numbering ten, were seated at
the bountifully
spread table, which consisted of all the good things too numerous
to mention. After toasts by se eral of the
party all proceeded to do justice to the
delicious repast
After dinner all repaired to
the parlor, which was beautifully decorated
with evergreen wreaths, and in the bey
windows stood the most interesting thing of
all, the* Christmas tree, loaded with presents.
Children
It was presided over by Miss Erma, the
FOR FLETCHER’S
young daughter of the house, who dispensed
the gifts, which were many, very gracefully.
CASTORI A
Everybody present was remembered. After
Camden Rumsellef Fined.
the distribution of gifts there was music,
games, and good wishes for many more such
James Maloney of Camben paid a fine of
occasions. Four generations were re$100 and costs in the municipal court at Rock- happy
land Dec. 24th after pleading guilty on a search presented. Those present were Mrs. Sara
raided
sheriffs
seizure
and
complaint. Deputy
Clark, Mrs. Everett Sanborn, Mi. and Mrs.
his saloon Tuesday night, securing all the liq“ J. N.
Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCaulifle,
uor that could be stored on a large auto truck.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Ward, Miss Lucile
Henriette Libby and Miss Erma Ward.
WEDDING BELLS.

I [WllSOH

ner

a

Cry
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crisis]

i

—

«
General Victonano Huerta became piovisiomn
S 1
i x i;oui,L) was married to Finley J. Shepard at Tarrytown, X. Y.. on Jan. 22.
President Wilson read his first message in person
\b*von Feb. Is. .1 Hernont Morgan, financier, died in Rome on March 31, aged seventy-six.
was married to I nnce Must■i * ■“ before congress in joint session on April 8. Princess Victoria Louise, only daughter of Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany,
Over40.UA,
—
on -Tune 10-14.
N.
at
Y„
Meadowbrook,
British
the
match
from
challengers
international
[be American polo team won the
on Vie 24
William Sulzer of Aew
Governor
of
that
battle.
fiftieth
the
anniversary
Ail war veterans attended the great reunion .It Gettysburg, July 14, to celebrate
in*
at Garden City, N. 1., on bept B.
v..rk was impeached on Aug. 11. Jerome D. Travers retained his title to the national amateur golf championship
saved. Miss Jessie Woodrow Wilson was marcan on Oct 9, 131 losing their lives and over 500 being
burned
in
mid...
Cranium
line,
Volturno,
steamship
won important victories in Mexico in December.
ked at the White House on X->v. Uf. to Fran -is it. Sayre. General Carranza’s rebel followers

C'\'

;

ipptng Weakens Character of Recipient,
Says Colonel Philo Hersey.
'an Jose, Calif., Mercury Herald, Dec. 7.1
When asked wha^ one human-interest
European trip
uure of his extended
a
impression upon his

particular

j
:

reflected

months!

replete with pleasant j

ten-days’

voyage
i ll activities and with many interestand distinguished people and fellowThe return trip across the
j .ssengers.
antic was made on the ‘Tmperator.”
the Colonel describes as being like
na
And his detailed
a city in itself.
rption of the vessel is also in itself
mplete and entertaining story.
>
,-d to tell something about “tips,”
found the situation in America and

>:,g

..

:
j

|
|
j
;
:

I

|

j

ul, Colonel Hersey replied:

out to travel he tips
porter at the depot in his home town.
■;ps him from ten to 25 cents. In
ining-car the tip is from ten to 25
-never less than ten cents, usually
cent of the cost of his meal. At
nd of the trip he tips the car porter
one

starts

■

in America is universal. The
a city en route across
continent, or maybe he does not stop

pping

stops off in

■urist
-.!

U

A

o

uu

fin a

firm

In

eithe- case he must tip the man who assists : im with his hand baggage to the
He must tip
taxicab, carriage or ear.
e
porter at the hotel; he must tip the
riv who shows him to his room; he must
the
I the elevator boy; he must tip
amber maid; he must tip all messenvarious
rs who come to his room on
In short he must tip anyone
-ranis.
fates him the slightest service.
i!PS FOR STEAMER’S EMPLOYEES.

f

■I

E
•ii

v

The
steward §2 or $3 for the service
wnich is making up one’s bed.
the ship’s restaurant who
cune in
If
aited on him must have a tip.
s in the dining room he pays $2 or
niietimes $5 at the end of the trip.
I
Europe the same system is in
ut the tips are more reasonable,
my service a tip is expected, no
r in whose employ the person is
oes the service nor no matter how
Two
i. a traveler pays for his room.
:
nee is all that is given in some places
"■retimes a shilling to two shillings—
;
i'-pends largely on the place one patroi u.t s.
In many places in Europe and
me cities in America the head
port-rs and
other helpers do not receive a
establishments for
unary from the
which they work. In fact some of them
pay a percentage for the privilege of
’-lurking in such places. I was told of
enip oyees whose tips amount from $8,at

the end of the

journey.

■

"iii

to

I

$12,000 annually.”

TIPPING

WEAKENS CHARACTER.

olonel Hersey, asked what he thought
the effect of the tipping system, reThe tip in the first, place weakpu.' ihe character of the person who receives it.
The tip seems to be a contriMion to charity, and it puts the reci:
t in the nature of a beggar.
It certainly is weakening to the character.”
What would you suggest as a rem-

Vf
It

iere

is^nothing

Eihlishmpntu

to be done except for

I

aH

ia*i

that tina

their premises and
expected
uid not be given.
The J. Lyons comin London, which owns the Strand
i'L. e hotel and a chain of 70 restauuets in London, advertise extensively
that heir employees are not to receive
tnd if an employee is found acceptors he will
be discharged.
Lyons
Lt' i ien very successful and he is build! g a new 900-room hotel at the
present
lime and expects to have it finished for
dt* next season.”
mel Hersey stated that the tips of
!i"
ordinary tourist trip to Europe con-tituted about 15 per cent of his travelmfi expenses, and he thinks Americans
anlargely responsible for the introduction »of the system in this country. In
and Switzerland, he said, tips may
ue
limited, but in the other European
countries tipping permeates the entire
route of the traveler.
nt

j

on

jtaly

por Frost Bites and Chapped Skin.

!

lor frost bitten ears, fingers and toes; chapped hands and lips, chilblains, cold sores, red
‘ad

rough skins,

Bucklen's

there is

nothing

to

equal

Arnica Salve. Stops the pain at
and heals quickly. In every home there
Bhuuld be a box handy ail the time. Beat remedy for all skin diseases, itching eczema, tetter. piles, etc. 25c. All druggiats or by mail.
°sce

H E. Bucklen & Co.
Philadelphia fc St.Louis

|

I!

Children Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

cast o r i a

For anv itchiness of the skin, for skin rashes,
chap, pimples, etc., try Doan’s Ointment. 50i
at all drug stores.

REORGANIZATION.

I HE

A1 LAIN 1 IE

New Cargo Carrying

AINU

^ALiriL.

Steamships

for John S.

All things considered, the Republican
Emery & Co.
National Committee, at. its special meetThe old-established shipowning firm of
ing in Washington, has dealt wisely with
Belfast Free
Instead of cubing a
Juhn S. Emery & Co., Incor., of Boston,
a difficult problem.
Mass., b=s under construction by the
special convention next year the changes |
1913.
November,
New
Rooks,
the
comwhich
Fore River Shipbuilding corporation two
in party procedure upon
GENERAL WORKS.
large cargo-carrying steamships—Atlanmittee, with encouraging unanimity,
agreed are to be embodied in a referen- Review of Reviews, Vols. 37 to 46.051 R 3 tic and Pacific—of the following characteristics: The vessels will be 406 feet
dum to the Republicans ot the several Welles Brothers. Publishers.
in length by 54 feet, 6 inches beam, and
If approved by a two-thirds
States.
reference work. For
standard
The
will he capable of carrying a total deadvote the delegates to the next regular
the home, school and library, 6 vols.031
national convention will he elected under
weight of about 9,000 tons each. These
SOCIOLOGY.
the revised rules.
ships will he built on the single-deck
The amendments to be voted upon Cowan, Minna G.
principle with clear holds free from all
at
the
last
cover the points in dispute
obstructions, each of which will be loadThe education of the women of
ed through exceptionally large hatchnational convention which precipitated
C
396
8
Indi ..
the split in the party. The basis of
ways, having DeRusett patent steel
Laselle, Mary Augusta.
covers.
The machinery will be installed
representation will be changed from
L
3
396
Vocations for girls. 1913.
right aft, and will consist of a 25 inch
population to the Republican vote cast,
FINE ART.
and where a State law providing for the
triple-expansion engine with three large
election of delegates to national conven- Andersjn, William James.
single-ended Scotch boilers arranged
tions conflicts with party procedure the
abreast, the power generated being capThe architecture of the renaisable of driving the vessel at a sea speed
724 An 2
delegates shall be elected in conformity
sance in Italy
with the statute, and delegates so elect: of 10 1-2 knots loaded,
Walter.
Armstrong,
ed shall be placed upon the temporary
j The engineers and petty officers will be
Art in Great Britain and Ireland.
berthed in a commodious deck house on
roll of the convention upon the presentaAr
709
42
1909.
and firetion of a certificate from the State auI the poop deck, and the seamen
1
Powers, Harry Huntington.
The captain
men on the main deck aft.
thorities.
733 P 8
and navigating officers, etc., are proThe message of Greek art. 1913....
In recommending to the rank and file
vided for in an island house amidships
LITERATURE.
of their party these new rules of proI with the usual dining room and other
cedure the national committee makes no French Books.
The cargo-handling apconfession of wrongdoing at Chicago
I conveniences.
Bazin, Rene.
last year. Indeed its orderly process is
F-B 3 i pliances are of the most up-to-do charDavidee Birot. 1912.
in contrast with the disorderly attempt
acter, comprising nine double-drum fricColette.
II tion winches mounted on platform houses
of the minority in that gathering to turn Yver,
F-Y 9
voile.*.
du
Un
coin
the
a
itself into majority by overthrowing
; at the bases of masts and kingposts, per1
mitting of a commanding operating poregular procedure in utter disregard of Noyes, Alfred.
821 N 8 sition in
Collected poems. 2 vols. 1913.
ali parliamentary law. Tie difference
handling lumber deck loads.
! The derricks are of five-ton capacity with
between what the national committee
TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION.
one steel aerricK ol zo tons ior nanaung
proposes to do and what the minority in Cook, Theodore Andrea.
the Chicago convention attempted to do
T 449 C 7 heavy loads. Large lumber ports have
Old Provence. 2 vols. 1905
is merely the difference between making
been installed in the bows to permit of
Jeannette Augustus.
Under the Marks,
a rule and breaking a rule.
reeving long spars on deck.
Wales. 1912. T 42.9 M
little
Gallant
rules which governed the last national
These vessels will prove to be excepconvention a State was required to elect Ripley, Eliza Moore.
tionally economical carriers, on account
Social life in old New Orleans.
its delegates in conformity with the call
of the great deadweight carried on the
AV
1312 .A
of the national committee issued the
dimensions, in combination with an exBIOGRAPHY.
preceding year. The Republican organceptionally large cubic capacity, and all
ization in California ignored that historic
of the appliances arranged for expediPomeroy, Sarah Gertrude.
tious handling and discharging, making
party rule and elected its delegates in
of
wellsisters
Little-known
accord with a law passed at a special
the vessels of an unusually flexible char77
P
920
men..
known
acter readily adaptable for the lumber,
session of the Legislature, which was
Spencer, Herbert.
j;ivc
uroiglicu
coal, ore or sulphur carrying trades.
The national
trol of the clelegation.
The keel of the Pacific was laid last
An autobiography. 1904. 2 vols....B 2 Sp 3-3
of
a
sustained
week and she will be rushed along as
by
majority
committee,
HISTORY.
the convention, stood by the existing
last as a large force of men can do the
rule of rhe party and refused to seat Damb'idge mediaeval history.
work, the same as is being done with the
C
940.1
Vols. 1 and 2, 1912
In the
certain California delegates.
Atlantic, the keel for which was set in
Roberts. Frederick Sleigh.
Southen States the national committee
place on Oct. 31st. The Atlantic is onethird in frame and plated. The Pacific
Forty-one years in India. 2 vols.
pissed upon the credentials of the dele954 R 5
is to be built on the ways from which
1897.
gates presenting themselves and placed
the Amolco, the Boston Molasses Comupon tie temiiorary rod those delega- Schevili. Ferdinand.
tions w.,om it believed entitled to seats.
pany’s new steamer, was launched.
Siena, the story of a mediaeval
and
rule
To bre .k this parliamentary
;
The contract calls for having both
1909. 945.5 Sch
commune.
the
would
prevent
placsteamers ready for service next August,
party procedure
FICTION.
on
the
of
these
temporary
and the Fore River people say that they
delegates
ing
roll. To that end the minority addresswill be completed before that time. The
Florence L.
Barclay,
ed themselves, for it offered the only
B 232-6
plan is to have them run from Boston to
1913.
broken
halo.
The
way to turn themselves into a majority.
San Francisco, Los Angeles or San Diego
At the next national convention neith- Burnett, Frances Hodgson.
and carry general cargoes, probably on
927-4
B
1913.
T. Tembarom.
er one of these issues can come up if the
regular schedules. Each ship is to be
chang' d recommended by the national Castle, Agnes and Egerton.
registered by the builders in Lloyd’s
C 27-9
committee are ratified by the rank and
The golden barrier. 1913..
highest class and the steamship company
numThe
file of the party.
increasing
also will have them registered under the
Footner, Halbert.
ber of States which have enacted laws
They
American Bureau of Shipping.
Jack Chanty. A story of Athaof
for
the
regulation
party
will be among the best steel steamers of
providing
f 739-2
basca
a
makes
desirable
recognition
coal
and
their class for carrying
procedure
general
Rider.
of the State law for those delegates Haggard, Henry
H 12-7 bulk cargoes,__
1912.
Red Eve.
whom it affects.—Beston Transcript.
Cheapest* accident insurance—Dr. ThomaB
Harben, Will N.
emerH 313-6 Eclectic Oil. For burns, scalds, cuta and
The desired woman. 1913.
DOWN ON ISLE AU HAUT.
gencies. All druggists sell it. 25c and 50c.
King, William Benjamin. (Basil)
K 585-4
The way home. 1913.
A WIDOW’S CONSOLATION.
of-our readers will be interested in
1

aboard the steamer, after bavupped everybody who has assisted
m getting aboard with his hand bagthe same system of tipping preThe head steward is given about
i"
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Unity.
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following item from the Isle au Haut corof the Rockland Courier-Gazette:
Rev. F: W. Snell and family have arrived
and are established in the Barter cottage,
which has been leased for a parsonage.
We
are

exceedingly

the services of

fortunate in

having

secured

Dr. Snell, for he will not only

people, but is
ence.
Rarely

an M. D. of many years experiare these twin professions cenindividual. A resident physician
is an absolute necessity in every community
and Dr. Snell’s advent is a source of general
rejoicing. Church services will be as follows:

tered in

one

Sunday preaching, 10 4t a. m. and 7
Sunday school at 12 o'clock; Thursday,
Christian Endeavor meeting.

p. m.;
7.30 p.

m.,

Heretofore it has been necessary in case of
sickness to send to Stonington, eight miles
away, for a physician, and although the advent
of the power boat has made this an easier undertaking than when Sail crafts were used, it
is a trip that in winter or stormy weather is
hazardous and difficult.
Although Isle au Haut has been losing in
resident population since the shutting down of
the lobBter factory many years ago it has
gained in many other respects and has grown
in favor as a summer resort. It now has a
good carriage road arround the island and a
livery stable to furniah vehicles for one of the
most picturesque drives on the Maine coast;
s handsome towa building, which includes a
library; a lighthouse, and now has a resident
minister for the little churcn at the foot of the
moun tain, who can also minister to the needs
of the body.

He Likes Lobster.
Among the choice gifts to the senior this week,
from army comrade Ira O. Allen, Vinalhaven,
was a luscious lobster, in the shell!
In thirty
years of* close elbow-touch at Fifteenth reunions the boys have had o portunity to note the
Secretary's fondness for shell-fish, notably the
lobster and the clam. The package weighed
about 00 Iba., the postage being nine cents.
Next somebody will be sending half-barrel of
clam a.
But, meanwhile, Ira O., assurances of
our regard and high appreciation.—Major H.
A. Shorey in the Bridgton News.

McCutcheon, George Barr.

Two women met recently on the street
in Milltown, one of whom had recently
lost her husband. After talking awhile,
The honour of the Clintons. 1913... M 354-2
the one who had not lost her husband,
Nicholson, Meredith.
thought it would only be appropriate to
N 52-9
Otherwise Phyllis. 1913.
offer a little sympathy to the one who
Stock, Ralph.
had. So she said, “Well, Eliza, you’ve
of
the
South
PaA
tale
lost your poor dear husband since I saw
Marama.
St 61 you.” “Yes.” said the widow, “poor
cific...
her hand| Bill has went,” and she took
Ward, Mary Augusta.
and blew her
W‘ 21-16 : kerchief out of her pocket
1913.
The Coryston family.
| nose. “Its a tur’ble thing to lose your
White, Stewart Edward.
! man, Eliza,” continued the sympathizer.
W 58-10
Gold. 1913.
; ‘‘Deed it is Jane,” said the widow, “but
Kate
Douglas.
there’s one satisfaction about it, I know
Wiggin,
j
Waitstill
Baxter.
The story of
I where he spends his evenins’ now.”
W
63-19
Calais Advertiser.
1913.
A

fool and his money.

1913.

M

137-16

Marshall, Archibald.

—

JUVENILE BOOKS.

Adams, Harrison.
The pioneer boys of the Ohio; or
Clearing the wilderness. 1912...
Wells, Carolyn.
Patty’s social season.

HUMPHREY!
J-Ad^l

1913.J-W 45-14

scientifically
carefully prepared prescriptions; used
Dr.
Ho
mphreys in his privat
many years by
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the
These remedies

are

e

people with satisfaction.

Medical Book mailed free.

Your Child May have Worms

roa
Ho.
Mej
1 Peseta. Oongeetloiia. InOammUMR.35
Keep a watchful eye on your child’s health
Fever.35
Worm
3 Worms.
Above all, guard against worms.
Famjliai
3 Colic. Crying and Wakefulnesa at Intants.35
symptoms of worms in childrei !
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults..35
are: Deranged stomach,furre<
T Coutbs, Colds, Bronchitis..35
tongue, belching, variable ap
D Toothache. Faoeacbe. Neuralgia.2.
petite, increased thirst, acid o:
D Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo.....SC
heavy breath, nausea, enlarge)
JO Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Week Stomach.....35
abdomen, coetivenees, pale face
18
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.35
of leaden tint, .bluish ringi ,
14 Salt ttbeum. Eruptions......35
around eyes, itching of nos
18 Rheumatism, Lumbago.35
trils, languor, irritability,, die
14 Feser and Ante, Malaria...r
turbed sleep, grinding of teeth
IT
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 2.
irregularity of pulse.
ID Catarrh. Influents, Cold In Head.£
Grown folks are subject to worms also.
SD Whooping Cough,.S;
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir
31 Asthma. Oppmaed,DUBonRBteatbhig.2'
the Family Laxative and Worm Expellei
>
ST
it
has
in
father
Hideey Disease...35
1861—today
sold
First
by my
3D Herrons Debility. Vital Weakness.IjOO
world-wide reputation. Good for adults alsc
60
8#
Urinary lucontinrnoe. Wetting Bed...35
Get a bottle today—at your dealer’s, 38c,
and 11.00. Advice free. Special treatmen l 84 Sore Throat. Quinsy...—.35
29
77 Id Grippe—Crip.
for tape worms. Send for book.
■old by drugglita^or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS' HOKKk. MEDICI;.* 00., Cana
Aatera, Malae.
1 WUllam and dim Streets. New York.
\

&/V.
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P M

12 20
*12 25
*12 35
12 47
fl2 69
1 05
1 13
tl 23
1 35

2 20
*2 25
t2 36
2 47

t2 59
3 05
3 13

3 23
3 36
t5 05
5 13

tl 59
12 25

3 35
6 23
12 50

2 18
4 50
8 10

m

5 10

TO BELFAST
PM

AM

AM

Boston.

3 00

9 00

7 00

12 40

Portland.
A M

Waterville. 7 10
Bangor. 7 00
7 21
Benton.•.
Clinton. 7 30
leave.
S 35
Burnham,
Winnecook.
+8 45
..

Unity.

8 54

Waldo.

*9 35
t9 45
9 50

Thorndike.
9 02
Knox.t9 10
Brooks. 9 25

Citypoint.

10 02
JO 15
10 08
10 17
10 30
tlO 40
10 55
11 05
til 15
11 35
til 45
til 65
12 01

15
50
24
34
50
00
09
17

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4

t4 25
4 40

+4 50
t5 00
5 05

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
H. D. WALDRON,
$5.25 from Belfast.
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Maracrer. Portland Maine,

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

and

now ready for circulation at the home of Mr.
C H. Cunningham ‘This is a rare opportunity
to secure good reading for the 'long winter

evenings.

WE SELL FOR

f

|

And do not deliver

goods
Thereby giving

a

before—yours
k you will only

WINTER FARES

|

BELFAST AND BOSTON, $2.25

you the benefit of
Have had 25

)

experience, 18 years in BosThe quality of goods the best
51tf
and at the lowest prices.

<

W. A. Winchester,

Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. ra. for Boston Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m., Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.

Prop,

RETURNING
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

V

these conditions.

!jton.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN

<
<

years

each
BfljHH^andloaf
than
^^^^^better
have evermade
^^you
^3
if
k

Bangor Line—Fall Schedule.

j

[I CASH ONLY
t

\

)

j

GEO.E. JOHNSON.

Attorney at Law,

you^^B

when
order dour.

H|||^^Just
I'

k

as

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

good for

cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things

^k to eat that good wtX&S&
|^k
Will
J^k flour makes. ^Hy|S|

i®|j^k

Allextranutritious, too, be-

cause William

Tell is milled by

|

k
flk

our

BH
BB

special

process
from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest

5^k

andfiuoj,!.

Courts.

Probate*

OFFICE

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
stable, corner of Main and Cross
they will receive prompt attenLit n.
Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
126 WaHoAve 1 is. B >i : is
14tf
I

HOLIDAYS.
3w51

Searsport National Bank.

Belfast.

«

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
January 13, 1914, at 2 o’clock p. m., for the
election of directors for the ensuing year and
for the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before the meeting.
A. H. NICHOLS.'Cashier.

stockholders of
The annual meeting of the
Bank of Belfast for the
The City National
of any
of directors and the transaction before
that may legally come
other business
at their banking rooms on
them will be held
‘he
a. m.
,„ Jan
January 13. 1914, at 10 o’clock
Tuesday,
^ WESCOTT, Cashier.
3w51
12,1913.
Belfast, December

,'hnice

y^

SOLD BY YOUR CROCER

am

orders at the
streets, and

Oity National Bank,

,s

growm^k^

TRUCKING.

be closed during the

J$gl

practice

2tf

spec altv.

j
j

respondence

*7 20
7 32
t7 44
7 50
7 58

8 20
Clinton. 8 39
8 48
Benton.
7 00
Bangor..
Waterville. 9 02
116'i
Portland.
Boston.
3 20 p

SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Alice O’Brien Neusham of Waterford,
Pa„ visited friends in town last week.Mrs.
G. B. Dyer and Miss Sabra Dyer of Belfast
were guests of Mrs. C Q Brown last Saturday

■

Many

i7 JO

Winnecook.48 08

tives.

V.V/IJ-

the

7 05

Burnham, arrive.

The single ring service was
Dec. 24th.
used and the couple were attended by Miss
Pearl Whitten and Mr. A. B. Thompson of
Lincolnville. The bride and groom left immediately after the ceremony for Searsmont
to spend the holidays with the latter's rela-

Sunday_Mrs. Charles Johnson and son
Henry of Fairfield are visiting at Mrs. Mary
Keene’s... Mrs. H. R. Knight and son Russell
of Vassalboro are spending the holidays with j
Mrs. Knight's mother, Mrs Mary Bean....
The books from the Travelling Library are

p M

A M

Belfast, depart.
City Point.
Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

m.

Library

mory. Colonel Philo Hersey
with
a few moments and then replied,
-mile: "Perhaps the tipping system
1 the avidity with which tips are sought
j
Americans and Europeans alike.”
'colonel Hersey passed six
broad,going over on the “Kroonland”— j

When

FROM BELFAST.

The marrage of
Jackson-Wentworth.
William C. Jackson of Belfast, formerly of
Searsmont, and Myrtle C. Wentworth of Belfast took place at the home of the officiating
clergyman. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant. at 7 p.

i

Tips Here and Abroad.

.-

On and after Sept 28, 1913, trains connectat Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for ani from Bangor, W'aterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:

ing

;

=

■

---

-.

Searsport, Maine, December 12, 1913.—4w51

I Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain” I
DON’T

MISS

IT

By special arrangement with the publishof McCall’s Magazine, the recognized
Fashion Authority ol more than 1,200,-

ers

000 women, we are able to oiler you the

following extraordinary limited bargain;
The Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

!

All for only $2.10
The Republican Journal needs no introduction. It is a clean, wholesome, up-to

the-minute newspaper—the

kind that you

welcome in your home.
McCall s Magazine is without a superior
as a guide in correct dress and household
matters and is already known to many of
our readers.
Size8xLl in.—84 to 136
pages monthly. Every number contains
over 50 advance
designs of McCall Patterns—celebrated for style, fit, simplicity
andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,

money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking,'etc., end
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquette, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
all home-loving women. For style, for
ideas.for pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s
CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
The Republican Journal,
Belfast. Maine*
Gentlem^n: Enclosed find $2.10 fao
&which please send McCall's Magazine
and The Republican Journal, each one
full year to
*

j

j

Name..
Town

or

State.

R. F. D

or

Street

or

Box No.

I understand this entitles
me to select
any McCall Pattern
free from the first copy of McCall’s
I receive and that 1 am to send postal card, giving size and number
of frae pattern direct to McCall Co.
(Subscriptions may be new or renewal)
FREE.

j
I

gvWwul cargo from New York. Duc.MM.ach.
hUm Webatar sailed with edgings for VinalfilVan and steamer George Hawley with paper
for Philadelphia. Dec. 24tb. steamer Milli-

SEARSPORT.
Mifi8 Maude I. Smith returned to Charlestor,
!
Mass., Dec. 27th.
Charles F. Hill bought
last week.

a

Bangor

Parish meeting in the Congl. vestry at 2 p.
m., Saturday, Jan. 3rd.
Howard Perrie of Toronto was in town last
week visiting friends.
The schools in town began Monday after
weeks’ vacation,

nocket sailed with paper for New York.

I
ROYAL
BaKino Powder

fine team horse in

a

two

Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis returned Saturday from a week’a stay in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dodge and daughter are
visiting relatives in New Brunswick.
The Ladies’ Guild of the Congl. church will

cargo from New York.

Tuesday the remains of Mrs. Cordelia (Ellia)
Caul of Gardiner were brought to Stockton
for interment in the village cemetery, beside
her first husband, the late Capt. Stephen Ellis.
Her three sons, Messrs. William, Hollis and
Roy Ellis, accompanied her body, having •
prayer at the grave after a funeral at Gardiner. Mrs. Caul had been an invalid for several
years, having suffered an apoplectic shock five

Absolutely Puw

with Mrs. A. T. Whittier Jan. 6th.
Dec. 24th gave us the first sleighing for the

meet

winter; about three inches of

snow

Cakes, hot biscuit, hot breads, and
other pastry, are daily necessities
in the American family. Royal Bak-

falling.

Mrs. Harold E. Marr left Boston
Saturday for San Francisco, en route for Honolulu.
Lieut, and

more
ing Powder will make them
digestible, wholesome, appetizing.

finished discharging 1,600 tons
of coal at the Penobscot Coal & Wharf docK,

Barge

Rahn

Friday.
in town last

week,

Mrs. Louise B. Bailey
the guest of her sister, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, on
Main street.
who
Clarence Gilkey and Harold McElhiney,
returned
spent Christmas with their parents,
to Boston Saturday.
was

No Alum—Mo Lime

STOCKTON

1914.

.1

H

Knppland.

of Almon
spent Christmas Day at Park, guests
Park and Mrs. O. L. Farnham.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived

Tuesday from Newport News with 3,760 tons
of coal for Penobscot Coal Co.
Misses Laura and Ruth Trundy of Boston
and
spent Christmas with their parents, Mr.
Mrs. A. E. Trundy, Main street.

SPRINGS"^

damp enough

chastisements were prompted
therefore be merciful. “Thy
cingdom come. Thy will be done." The only
familiar kingdom was that ruled by Roman
His image.

Miss Katherine Kneeland of Chelsea, Mass.,
Mr.
is spending her vacation with her parents,
Mm

Phosphates

Father who art in Heaven," there is the germ
>f revolution. The natural addition to it is
Wherever these
The sleigh’ng is n ueh enjoyed by all! The
>ur brother
upon earth.
words, Our Father and our brother, are spoken school children find coasting very attractive
and exhilarating these fine days.
n sincerity there can be no wars, no child
abor, no more strife. Because of this, theolo- ;
We were glad to have a “white Christmas”
The snow fell the day beforeiy was rewritten. The Great Ruler was a
this year!
to make sleighing.
Father, not a Judge. Man had been created in

]

Henry Sweetser of Belfast was in town last
week, visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A, L.
Sweetser, on Nichols street.
Mrs. William H. Goodell and son William, Jr.,

]

years ago and two since, the last one proving
fatal after a week. Mr. Caul died two years
ago, and in her last years Mrs. Caul lived with
her youngest son, Roy, who tenderly watched
her, hiring all necessary attendants to care for
her in her declining health and strength. The
old acquaintances who pleasantly remember this genial neighbor of other days offer
sympathy to the sons, grandchildren and other
relatives in tnis irreparable loss of a devoted
mother, grandmother, aunt and friend.

many

[Uprice sale!
OF

>y love and
I

His

Miss Florence Willard of Passaic, N. J., the
Everett
guest for a week of Mr. and Mrs.
Staples, Church street, left Wednesday to re-

must

t

toldiers, and the only will that of the oppressor,
Herod. The world knew no joyous obedience;
Reform is possible
lere again was revolution.
wherever these two sentences are breathed
“Give us this day our daily bread."
( iincerely.
For the lower apimals there is provision for
Man alone must pray
hod and shelter.
We live only
tnd work for sustenance.
increase, yielded in the
>y the earth’s
rarying climates. Let the distance of the
< >arth
and sun be changed even slightly and
amine would result.
Truly we move and
“Forlave our being through God’s care.
Sin must be rec1 give us our trespasses."
Blinding oneself
ignized and dealt with.
o it is like ignoring some disease until it has
■aten life away. “As we forgive them that
respass against us." There i6 no hope with-

urn

home.

Harry D. Shute arrived Christmas
morning from Rockland to spend the holidays
her mother, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East
Main street. Welcome home!
Mrs.

Miss Jane F. Thompson spent
with friends in Brewer.

j|

Albion P. Goodhue, Middle street.

.

|nj Beginning

(THIS)

|
Thursday Morning
|
WARE

0

o

shall offer every piece of Enameled Ware in stock at
just 1-2 of our regular low price. This is an opportunity to secure High Grade Goods at

PI

1-2 PRICE

we

Christmas

Miss Mary J. Hardy, who is teaching in St.
Johnsbury, Vt., is at home during the holidays.

Miss Lillian Ryder of the E. S. N. S., returned to Ca8tine Dec. 29th for the winter
Miss Ethel H. Baker returned Sunday to her
work as assistant in the Williamstown, Mass.,
High school.
Miss Blanche Belches returns Monday to
her duties as teacher in the Grammar school
in Wayne, Maine.
Mr. Albert Lockhart of Detroit, Mich., is
vacation in town with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Lockhart.

spending his

Miss Hilda Williams returned to her work in

lnwell.

0

unless stock is exhausted

|j

Yours

jj

sooner.

respectfully,

Mitcheil&Trussell |

Erlon Crimmin, Harold Varney and Francis
Lougee, students at the U. of M., and Leroy
Smith of the Baltimcre Medical school, are
UNCOLNVIlLE.
IHKD
enjoying their vacations at home.
Capt. C. N. Meyers, whose bark, the Mabel I.
Miss Jessie Young went to Castine Monday j
A few friends gathered at the home of Miss
December 22, Mrs.
Billings.
In
heme.
Bluehill,
Alice
Mrs.
school.
Meyers, is loading lumber in Boston for Rosato attend the Normal
Harriet Moody Sunday, Dec. 21st, in honor of
Rose 1. Billings, aged 66 years, 11 months and
rio, spent Christmas with his family.
The young ladies’ Auxiliary Aid of the Uniis spending the holidays with her son 4
Dickey
days.
Mrs. Elizabeth Treat Nash of Rockland, who
.Mrs. Effie Gray gave a
verBalist parish will be entertained Friday afCarter. In Brookiin, December 21, Abijah
Frank in Watervillc
Miss Mabel 1. Nichols, who has been visiting
was spending Sunday at her old home here.
S. Carter, aged 83 years, 1 month and 1 day.
to a party of
Church
Beulah
Christmas
Miss
Cousens,
dinner
day
ternoon
6
o’clock
on
Water
by
M.
Mrs.
C.
Nichols,
her mother,
Cunningham. In Freedom, December 24,
The
concert and ball given by the Foresters
All members are urgently invited to
street.
friends and neighbors.... Miss Laura Young
Albert. Cunningham.
»ut God’s forgiveness; yet only as we have
street, returned Monday to Milo Junction.
Dec. 26th, was a success socially and
Friday,
as
duties
her
to
resume
to
be
has gone
In Monroe, December 27, David
Curtis.
Northport
present.
Miss L. G. Runnells of Melrose Highlands, : orgiven will He forgive us. When man’s
financially. Notwithstanding the disagree- teacher ...Mrs. Olive Knights entertained a Curtis, aged 59 years.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Univerealist
Mass., is visiting her parents, Hon. and Mrs. | teart is cleansed from hate, then will he reable evening a goodly number gathered and
Daley
In
Rockland, December 22, Michael
home
one
her
at
party of twenty friends
of Divine pardon, parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
< vive the deep, sweet peace
D. Daiey, a native or Ireland, aged 69 years, 1
W. T. C. Runnells, on Mount Ephraim road.
report a very enjoyable occasion.
last week. Miss Gertrude Knights of month and 7 days.
All
evening
Annie
K.
with
Mrs.
of
and
characsocially.
is
a
school
Harriman,
[’he
world
discipline
The Necrology of Searsport for 1913, and a
The Siebert Club was very pleasantly enter- Camden, a niece of Mrs. Knights, was among
Goodhue. In Boston, December 27, Russe-l
are invited to join in the sociability and recreaThe tempter was
1 er must be struggled for.
P. Goodhue, formerly of Stockton.
record of the coal cargoes discharged there
tained at the home of Miss Mildred P. Haley, the
guests and rendered some choice selection of the day.
et into the Garden and man put upon his metweek.
Hale. In Moberly, Mo., December 9, Melvin
next
will
be
published
Dec. 26th. Refreshments of home-made candy, tions on her new player piano. Gould’s orduring the year,
le. Parents must prepare their children for
Bartlett Hale, a native of Northport, aged 59
Mrs. Everett Staples left the middle of the
cake
and coffee were served and a chestra of five
a
in
attendance
and
sandwiches,
was
Mr. Leon W. Cobbett, who has been visiting ^ he
pieces
years.
battle that each must wage. Sheltered present week for visits with her parents, Mr.
Meservey. In
very enjoyable evening paused.
Rockport, December 25,
Miss Maude I. Smith, returned Dec. 27th, to
fine musical program was given under the digoodness is not durable and innocence must and Mrs. J. Frank Frye, in New York, and her
F. Meservey, aged 85 years.
James
colThe
broke
he
is
Gould.
where
attending
party
Dec. 21st, an interesting Christmas rection of Dr. Elmer
Springfield, Mass.,
Sunday,
The child of today is ! brother and
^ iot be made ignorance.
In
McCormick.
in
Winterport, December 25,
wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Frye,
lege.
Patrick McCormick.
program was carried out at the regular League up at a late hour and all departed pronounc;he boy or girl of tomorrow, going alone into
M ontclair. N. J.
Perkins. In South Penobscot, Dtcember
service. Wednesday evening the usual Christ- ing the host and hostess royal entertainersHis only safeguard is a knowledge
Miss Henrietta M. Garey of the Peter Bent 1 he world.
The dinner served at “The Stockton” on
21, Capt. Abram Perkins, aged 85 years, 1
Mr. Freeman Van Horne of Ocean Point is a
mas trees were decorated in the M. E. vestry,
f the evils that exist. Grim facts these; but
and 24 days.
month
Hospital, Boston, spent Christmas with her
of
Chiistmas was “very nice,” in the opinion
the young ladies of the Junior League having guest at Capt. William Dickey's.
Pendleton. In East Boston, December 6,
mother, Mrs. Henrietta R. Young, East Main 1 te | must not be allowed to go forth blindly our citizens who ate from the 56 plates laid for
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Packard. In Warren, December 19, to Mr.
Joseph G. Cannon, formerly Speaker of the j
suffering so severely from rheumatism that ertained a party of eight Christmas day....
the 11th chapter of Luke, the Lord's prayer,
and Mrs. Loren Packard, a daughter.
j breathe Hyomei—It Medicates the Air You
House of Representatives, describes “Wheel
she has secured Mrs. Elisa G. Trundy to spend
Miss E^ith Coffin of Bangor is visiting relaformed the text. These verses are a synopsis
In Troy, December 25, to Mr. Horses and Leaders of Congress” in a charac- j
Prentiss.
Breathe and Instantly Relieves.
the winter with her as companion, nurse and
tives in this vicinity... .Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mr. Cannon’s intimate
and Mrs. Inei. Prentiss, a daughter.
teristic interview.
of the social conduct desired by Christ. He
Rainey. In Frankfort, December 25, to Mr.
knowledge of law makers and lawmaking lends
help—a fortunate arrangement, apparently, 1 Coffin returned from Boston Friday.
Why continue to suffer from catarrh, stopbelieved the seven petitions contained in this
a son.
John
Mrs.
to
this
and
Ramey,
>ed up head, husky voice and other troubles of
story!
authority
aigh
which all relatives and friends
earnestly hope iWANVILLE.
SrEAR. In Belfast, December 30, to Mr. and ;
prayer capable of bringing true happiness. It j he breathing organs when A. A. Howes & Co.
Hello! Here are the thirteen perfect telemay prove alleviative and eventually remedial.
Mrs. Eugene R. Spear, a daughter.
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Mudgett ler parents, Mr. and Mtb. H. M. Chase, left
noblest visions. In the opening words, “Our
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ng calls today in the various exchanges of the
ory.
struggling with Monday to return to her school in
is
a
Everett,
:ity. Some of them have been in service a
Hyomei
pleasant, harmless and antisep‘Old King Pain”!
others have leaped into perfection
ic medication which you breathe a few times
Mass....Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson celeBridgeS-Leach. In North Penobscot, De- ! long time;
to be j
laily through a small inhaler. It effectively
Fullest sympathy is extended to Master Al- )rated the 40tb anniversary of their wedding cember 24, Leon R Bridges and Miss Laura ! vith a rapid bound. They have learned
not
nd promptly reli eves all catarrhal discharges, [
only alert, but patient and polite. That is |
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Penobscot.
Leach,
E.
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Goodhue and his daughter, Mrs. Carrie Christmas. Their six children
their comaart of the training that makes perfection.
niffles, foul breath, watery eyes and the form- i
Colcord-Thomas. In Islesboro, December
A. Gardner, Middle street, in their
tion of crusts in the nose, or money back.
unspeak- panions and four grandchildren were present, 24, Amos A. Col cord of Belfast and Miss Adria
A complete Hyomei outfit, consisting of in- | able sorrow over
the
from heart trouble, rhe Christmas cheer made it a day long to be Thomas of Islesboro.
STEAMSHIP
| EASTERN
Have Your Chimneys Cleaned. 1 aler and a bottle of Hyomei, costs $1.00, and | Dec. 27th, of their death,
Cookson-Reynolds. In Plymouth, Decernonly son and brother, Rus- 'emembered. May Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson
xtra bottles, if afterwards needed, are only ;
E.
Cookson
Ernest
of
Plymouth and
ive long to enjoy many more such events. ber 28,
CALL ON OR ADDRESS
f 0 cents.
sell P. Goodhue of Boston. One of Stockton’s
CORPORATION.
Miss Bertha May Reynolds of Burnham.
Always use Hyomei for bronchitis, cold in most reliable, worthy and companionable young Another family gathering was at the home of
Dodge-Sprowl. In Montville, December 23,
^
he
LEWIS TRUNDY, Belfast, Me.
head, husky voice, croup of infants and any
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Nickerson. Thirty-eight Barney R. Dodge and Mrs. Julia Sprowl of
i nflartmatory disease of the breathing organs. men, he will be mourned by many former aslwlp
Bangor Line— Winter Schedule.
sociates in his native town. An obituary will guests were bidden, but for various reasons Rockland.
In Bangor, December
Hussey-Partridge
>nly 28 graced the festive board to partake of 30, Wm. P. Hussey of Bath and
be given in these columns next week.
Miss Hattie S.
SPECIAL FARES
the sumptuous feast Mrs. Nickerson and her Partridge of Prospect.
Clifton Snell of Malden, Mass., arrived last
BELFAST AND BOSTON, $2.25
Flanders-Gardiner. In Rockland, Decem'
had
After
laughters
dinner
provided.
was
WITH A
Flanders and Miss Hazel GardiFriday, called to Stockton by the condition of the tree and
the hour of parting came all to ber 20, Mervyn
rURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAS1
his mother’s health. Mrs. Snell has been sufner, both of Rockland.
loon.
A Merry Christmas to our genial host
Howard-Clark. In Montville, December 24,
fering for several weeks from a distressing ind hostess
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston Monfor many years to come is the Mark L. Howard of Montville, and Miss Myrtle
form of heart trouble. Friday Mr. Snell, ao
lay and Thursday.
wish of all present....A. E. Nickerson is load- Clark of Brooks.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
Jackson-Wentworth. In Belfast, Decemcompanied by his mother, Mrs. Sarah Snell,
ing a car with hay at Waldo station.
it 7.80 a. m., Wednesday and Saturday.
ber 24, Willis C. Jackson and Miss Myrtle C.
You can enjoy a long sleigh ride in perfect
and his aunt, Mrs. Julia (Staples) Treat, took
RETURNING
Wentworth, both of Belfast.
the early train for his Massachusetts home.
Larrabee-Hurd. In Rockland, December
comfort. After the ride stop at the
Leave* Boston at 6.00 p. m. Tuesday and
All old friends and neighbors earnestly' hope
22, Fsed Francis Larrabee, and Rosa A. Hurd, Friday.
both of Rockland.
to hear favorable reports from Mrs. Snell durLeave Rockland at 6.16 a. m. (or on arrival
Maddocks-Woodbury. In Belfaat, December sf ateamer from
Boston) Wednesday and
ing the winter.
j Ayer's Sarsaparilla help* nature
27, by Rev. William Vaughan, Sumner D. Mad- Saturday.
to make rich, red Mood. No
docks and Miss Mildred Woodbury, both ofithis
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipFRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
alcohol.
city.
ping repoit was telephoned Monday evening:
and have one of their delicious hot drinks.
-Sotaft-BiSHOP. In Baeksport, December 20,
■old for 60 years.
Get the habit. Join the Christmas Club—
Dee. 22nd, steamer George Hawley arrived to
Carlton Soper and Miss Ruth Bishop, both of
Your
Adi
DocUr,
Waldo Trust Company, Belfast.
load paper, and steamer MilHnocket with a
Bueksport.
Izah T. H. Sanborn of Bangor arrived
i n town Christmas morning and was the guest
of the Misses Hichborn, Church street, until
Monday, when she took the afternoon train for
Mrs.
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SALE CONTINUES ONE WEEK

term.

Boston, Sunday, after spending a week here
with her grandmother, Mrs. Belle Thompson.
Reuben Snow, who has employment in HardEarle Gardner of Boston arrived Dec. 24th
to spend the holidays with his mother, Mrs. wick, Vt„ #spent Christmas with his family;
Carrie A. Gardner, at the home of her father. also Clifton Coggins, whe is employed in HalMaster

.

ENAMELED
1.

VViNTERPORT.

Lewis Bailey of Lincoln was in town last»
week, the guest of his brother, Chester Bailey, I
on Bay View Place.
j
Mr. and Mrs. William Shorey of Bath were
Mrs. L. M.
guests Christmas of Mr, and
j
Sargent, Main street.
The annual meeting of Mariners Lodge for
the election of officers will be on Tuesday

evening, Jan. 6,

Dec.

26th, barge (R. ft R. Lime Co’s,) towed by tug
John Chester Morrison, arrived with a cargo of
acid phosphate from Carteret, N. J. Dec. 29th,
steamer Millinocket arrived with a general
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Soaps and
Perfumes,

Toilet Waters,
! Sachet Powders

Flail Ms
CONGRESS,
BICYCLE and
PICKET

_

! We

j

carry

everything

You need in
'STAPLE and FANCY

GROCERIES,

CONFECTIONERY,
FRUIT, NUTS,
CIGARS and
TOBACCO

I A.Howes<£Co.
Groceries, Drugs,
and Medicines.

Look Out for Fires |
_

Henderson Foot Warmer

Pale Children

Old Comer Drug Store

fcgdfl&-|
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LOST
On
cameo
will be

ltf

street Monday, an old-fashioned
pin with modern setting. The finder
suitably rewarded on leaving it at the

the

THOMPSON MFG. CO.,
Church Street.

WANTED
nice comfortable home, where there is
everything to do with, a reliable middle-aged
do only light housework and be comto
lady
pany. Address
MISS ESTHER A. FORD.
lwl
Winterport, Maine.
In

a

Biggest

Maine

Turkey.

The largest turkey raised this year in Aroostook County, if not in Maine, was on exhibition
Dec. 24th in a Presque Isle market. It weighed
31 ^ pounds, dressed, and was raised by Mrs. W.
E. Knowles from Spring hatching. The turkey
was served at the Beaulieu family reunion
dinner on Christmas Day.

